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Pastor Arrested for Molesting 13-Yr Old Girl, Lured Her
with Dreams of Being a Singer

August 16, 2012 | Filed under: News | Posted by: Staff

A pastor in Shreveport, Louisiana has been arrested for doing things that alleged men of God simply

aren’t supposed to do.  Andrea Louis is being charged with three counts of molestation of a juvenile.

He is the pastor of Act on Faith Ministries, located in Shreveport.

A woman has told police that she had a relationship with the pastor when she was just 13-years old. 

The woman is older now, and is just now telling her story.

“I was deceived, you know. He used God and he used music, and those were the two most important

things in my life at the time,” she said.

The woman says that she wanted to get into the entertainment industry.  She says that it was her trust

in the pastor and commitment to her dream that made her fall in love with the old man.  She was only

13 and he was nearly 40.

“It kinda crossed my mind that I would get in trouble if they found out, and that he would get in

trouble if they found out, but he told me it was alright as long as I didn’t tell anybody,” she said.

The girl told KSLA News 12 said that the relationship continued until she was 24-years old.  She says

that she later found out that there might have been other women in the pastor’s life.

The pastor is being held at the Caddo Correctional Center on $300,000 bond. The police are saying

that the may be other victims.

234 Responses to Pastor Arrested for Molesting 13-Yr Old Girl,
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falana
August 16, 2012 - 2:24 am

Church hurt who can u trust . Only God himself.

Reply

Leon E. Frazier
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August 16, 2012 - 8:46 am

Some men and women can be trusted, but they must be held accountable (every step of the way).

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 9:56 am

This one demon does not represent the church, but is an imposter

Reply

parentslove
August 16, 2012 - 10:48 am

It was’nt the church, it was a man that called himself a pastor.

And that is very different from it being the church. We must also hold

ourself to some type of accountability. Although I am very aware of how

easy it is to be deceived at any age, however we should want what God wants

for us. And be more in love with Him than anything we may want or may

want to do in our lives. From 13 to 24 is a very long time, did she ever become

a star? And to say that the “pastor” is a scumbag, goes without saying. He deserve

whatever punishment that God and the law will allow.

But let us remember that God don’t leave our lives to chance, its a matter of choice.

So lets chose Jesus today, tomorrow and forever.

Peace N Love

Reply

charles mcgee
August 16, 2012 - 10:02 pm

I wonder what her mother told her about life. Strike pastor and replace it with athlete and you get the

same result.

Reply

Mary Scott-Nelson
August 24, 2012 - 6:52 pm

Parentalove

I agree with you that the pastor was wrong to lure that child into such nasty relationship. But let’s be real

about it, this went on until she was 24 ! Then she just now want to tell, after finding out there were other

women in his life? She may have been raped for 4 years, but when she matured she could have quit if she

wanted too. It is only jealousy and heartache over the fact that some others may have gotten what she

was getting. I’m sorry that happened to her, but if she had not found out about other women, she would

not be talking now.” h**l has no fury like a woman scorned !! That is what have her running of at the

mouth.

Reply

Frieda
August 16, 2012 - 11:18 am

God is the only one to trust….. Thats why mothers and fathers need to teach there children to trust no one…

never let your children be alone with anybody with out supervision…. Teach them if someone touches you in

any way that is not safe to tell. question them from time to time and see if they draw back….

I am a believer that anyone at any time can be touched, or handles in was not approated. Please , Please <Please

watch you children…..

This make me want to go for the heavist prision term in the country…..

God you handle him while in prison…..

In Jesus name….

Reply

Mrs.Saffore
August 16, 2012 - 5:36 pm

Thank u very much for that comment Frieda because it starts with teaching our children @ home I dont

care who it is my children will never feel that they will get in trouble because a sick person trying to do

anything with or to them!

Reply

peter burke
August 16, 2012 - 11:34 am

Yea ok god! He used that same supposed god to lure her so again who did you say that she should believe in????

If god truly existed would he have allowed such an atrocity?? Whatever god!!! All merciful all kind all loving
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knows all controls all. Right! Why didn’t this supposed god control this and all of the other atrocities that befall

this planet? Oh yea we have free will right? Whatever seems he lacks control over his children!!!

Reply

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 1:27 pm

PETER:

DID YOU REALLY SAY WHAT YOU MEANT.(IF GOD EXISTED). PETER TAKE IT FROM ME. GOD

DOES EXIST, AND IF HE DID NOT EXIST YOU WOULD NEVER HAD THE OPPERTUNITY TO MAKE

SUCH A STATEMENT. MY GOD IS GRACIOUS, LOVEING AND KIND. HE IS GIVEING YOU EVERY

THING THAT YOU HAVE, WHEATHER YOU BELEIVE IT OR NOT. HE WILL ALSO GIVE YOU THE

CHANCE TO KNOW HIM AS I DO. BE BLESSED MY BROTHER. I LOVE YOU, GOD LOVE’S YOU. AND

YOU CAN LOVE YOURSELF AND OTHERS. FOR GOD IS LOVE.

Reply

Nicholas
August 16, 2012 - 4:07 pm

That was a moving testimony for God. What can you say to a thirteen year of girl who said “He

used God and he used music, and those were the two most important things in my life at the

time,”. She was able to be taken advantage of because of the importance God she placed in God as

she knew him. It is wrong of you to change the subject and try to make it about Peter questioning

the existence of God and away from your fellow Preacher.

Reply

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 4:40 pm

NICHOLES:

THE PURPOSE OF MY SPEAKING TO PETER WAS BECAUSE OF HIS DISOWNING

GOD.

NOW IF THE YOUNG LADY BELIEVED IN THE PREACHER AND WHAT HE SAID. IT

COULD BE HER WORD AGINEST HIS, I AM NOT ALLOWED TO JUDGE. BUT EVEN IF

IT WAS TRUE, SHE STILL HAS A CHANCE TO BE WHAT GOD WOULD HAVE HER TO

BE. IF YOU SEE YOUR BROTHER OR SISTER IN THE DITCH, DON’T STEP ON HIM OR

HER. BUT REACH DOWN AND HELP THEM UP. THANKS NICHOLES AND GOD BLESS

YOU.

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 3:48 pm

@peter burke:

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH!!!

Why do these negroids ALWAYS call on this god, but it took this god 500 years to ‘free’ them?

I’m beginning to realize; that these xtian negroids feel it’s okay for this god, to continue to murder, kill,

rape and maim Black people.

The caucaosid’s god is the devil!!! And, this is why negroids have begun to act just like them!!! Isn’t it

amazing how this god protects that cracker by the name of zimmerboy, who shot Trayvon? Isn’t it

amazing how this god protects the pigs, who murder Black men, women and children? Isn’t it amazing

how this god keeps Black people at the bottom of the boat?

“I believe in a religion that believes in freedom. Any time I have to accept a religion that won’t let me fight

a battle for my people, I say to h**l with that religion.”

-Malcolm X

Reply

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 4:55 pm

ES SALOAAM ALEIKUM

MY DEAR BROTHER. GOD DID NOT KEEP PEOPLE IN THE BOTTOM OF THE BOAT, GOD IS

COLOR BLIND. GOD DID NOT TAKE 500 YEARS TO FREE ANYONE. WHAT GOD SAID IS. I

WILL BE WITJH YOU ALWAYS, EVEN UNTIL THE END OF THE EARTH. LET US SEE IF WE

CAN SHOW A LITTLE LOVE FOR EACH OTHER AS GOD DID, WHEN WE START LOVEING

EACH OTHER THE KILLING WILL STOP.THE RAPEING OF EACH OTHER WILL STOP.

LISTEN BROTHERE. THE REASON FOR ALL OF THIS IS PERSONAL GREED. A DESIRE TO

PLEASE FLESH. WHEN WE HAVE A DESIRE TO PLEASE THE SPIRIT, EVEN WE WILL FIND

PEACE WITH EACH OTHER. LOVE YOU BROTHER

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 6:04 pm
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@the-rev:

ES SALOAAM ALEIKUM: What does that mean?

Your spelling is obnoxious and you should go get some more schooling, in writing, spelling

and READING before you try to ‘screach’ to the people!! Okay?

I ain’t mad at ya, but when you’re a preacha, you should at least know how to read, write

and spell because you can’t OVERstand the bible without READING it! The flock is already

messed up; therefore, you can’t tell them NOTHING until YOU get it together!

Revelation 1:3 reads: “Blessed is he that READETH…”

You’ll always be a negroid, until you begin to OVERstand racism/white supremacy.

No caucasoid boy wearing a diaper, or a shirt and tie is gonna save or respect you. You can

pray to a caucasoid god for the next 50 years, but you still will be a LOST SOUL with a

wicked spirit.

Nothing in hellyweird (hollywood) is going to gain you respect! The caucasoid’s educational

system, nor your degrees or your entertainment center (church) will gain you respect. You

will still be seen in the eyes of caucasoids, as just another negroid. No matter how large

your bank account may be, that will not make a caucasoid respect you!

Black people, who respect themselves will not be lowered to be labeled and called a

MINORity or negro. It is inhuman to be called a MINOR, which is a code word for being

LESS THAN AN ADULT!!!

What was the name of that song…RESPECT YOURSELF by the Staple Singers. THIS WAS

A XTIAN GROUP, TOO.

RESPECT YOURSELF, PREACHA!

I’LL PRAY FOR, YA!

GOLDEN CHILD
August 16, 2012 - 7:32 pm

SOME PPL ARE JUST IGNORANT. THE REV, IS MAD AS THE DEVIL AND SOUNDS AS

IGNORANT AS. WHO CARES IF YOU DON’T SPELL LIKE A SCHOLAR. I KNOW ALOT

OF SCHOLARS THAT CAN[T SPELL AT ALL. AND THEY HAVE DEGREES. HE MAY

HAVE TROUBLE SPELLING , BUT THE REV HAS SOME ANGER ISSUES AND HE IS

STUCK ON STUPID.

Twinkie
August 20, 2012 - 8:35 pm

Correction, their God is Lord Lucifer who is

the god of this wicked system of things; for

instance, didn’t the Devil try to tempt Jesus

with all the kingdoms of the world if he would

bow down and worship him? Look around an see

whose in power and been ruling this world for

the last 6,000 years! The “White man” So, your problem should be with this wicked race an not

with blaspheming the God of Heaven, because

whether you know it or not, He is still in

control; even though it might not look like it!

He’s working in the midst of all the chaos that

we see in this dying Satanic world! Now me myself!

I am looking forward to the new Heavens and

the new Earth, standing on the promises of my

Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ and ain’t Nobody

going to shake my faith!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:07 pm

Nice try. Yeah God exists. Where were you when bad things happen to people? When you see a violent

crime happen, do you jump in and help? Man created the mess we’re in and God is giving man a chance

to fix it. And since man can’t, God will soon.

Reply

J McK
August 17, 2012 - 10:21 pm

God does exist. So does Satan.

I hope that answers your question, Peter Burke.

Reply

diane
August 16, 2012 - 2:30 pm
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He needs to be put under tha jail

Reply

Will
August 16, 2012 - 7:41 pm

Wolf in Sheep Clothing, Having a Form of Godlynessol

Reply

Jaffar Wali Green
August 17, 2012 - 10:56 am

With the information I read the alleged victim is 24 years old now and has been involve in a relationship with

him for 11 years and now she decides to tell the story, Bull c**p!!! She is more likely mad because he has another

girlfriend and she is trying to get back at him. This is what I believe until other victims come forward and

support her allegations. He is innocent until proven guilty, seems no comments gave him the benefit of the

doubt. If he is guilty they should place him in the deepest hole they can find.

Reply

Lady CARE A HEART
August 16, 2012 - 7:33 am

YaY & da Bible tells us trust no man’ Put our trust in GOD’ yet nowadays da demons are getting nda Church more &

more’ thru weak hurt souls those that practice da words” yet never recieve him for his purpose” many only do it for the

roots of evil’

Reply

Candace Williams
August 16, 2012 - 12:52 pm

More women (especially mothers of children that attend church with their parents) need to read this book called

THE BLACK CHURCH – WHERE WOMEN PRAY AND MEN PREY because it breaks down dozens of these

games and little girls (and boys too… remember Eddie Long!) and their mothers can be warned of what goes on

and how to protect themselves. This is scandalous and so hurtful. These guys are going to the deepest darkest

hottest part of h**l for the lies they tell in what is supposed to be God’s house.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:26 pm

Yeah right. The lady who wrote that book hates all black churches and has nothing good to say about the

good black churches are faithfully doing the Lord’s work. Plus she’s out to sell a book with the help of the

godless, anti-Christian mainstream media. On top of that, she’s against the Black Church’s stand on

homosexuality and their opposition to Obama’s endorsement of same s*x marriage:

“#4 with black folks being the most Christian and religious in the nation, it is shocking that they also tend

to be the most judgmental and condemning of any ethnicity besides redneck Whites. Its like the two are

twisted cousins, both hating on our President for no logical reason. The Christian black folks persecution

of Obama over gay marriage makes me ill. They sit around pointing the finger and talking crazy when in

reality most of the saved folks were slinging rocks, smoking rocks, selling their butts or doing other

horrible crimes against humanity just a few years ago. Please shut up! If you hadnt been a mess up you

wouldnt need to be saved so your opinion about gay marriage is laughable.”

The Lord always weeds out the bad seed in the Church, as the New Testament points out.

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 7:37 am

Like I keep telling y’all, call them ‘rants’ or whatever, but the Truth has come to the surface!

THESE g*****n PUNK a*s SCREACHERS ARE devils!!! I’ve had enough of these fvcked up stories about these punk

a*s entertainment centers (churches) and the screachas, who entertain his ‘ho’s, I mean flock!

This g*****n negroid devil needs to BURN along with the rest of those lying a*s, homosexual a*s, b***h a*s, fagget

a*s, pedophile a*s, cracker a*s, negroid a*s SCREACHAS!!

I KEEP TELLING Y’ALL; AIN’T NO g*****n god!!! These b*****s are devils and worship their god of satan, which is

the demon/devil caucasoid male, RIGHT HERE ON EARTH!

“I was deceived, you know. He used God and he used music, and those were the two most important things in my life at

the time,” she said.

All these punk a*s screachas have to do is tell a dumb a*s xtian to beLIEve in god, pray to a cracker jesus, and

everythang will be alright.

DEALING IN DIRT AND STEALING IN THE NAME OF THE LAWD!!!
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INTEGRATION and RELIGION has fvcked up the minds of NIGorant negroids!

By the way…where was this g*****n b*****d god when this pervert b*****d was molesting and raping her???

AIN’T NO g*****n god! WAKE UP FOLKS! You are dealing with devils/demons, heathens, haters and hypocrites right

here on Earth!

Reply

Leon E. Frazier
August 16, 2012 - 8:43 am

I will pray for you!

Reply

Bernieb
August 16, 2012 - 9:09 am

So will I!!!

Reply

coast cooker
August 16, 2012 - 8:45 am

@ derrick.. hey man you are telling the truth..

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 2:45 pm

Good looking out coast cooker!

These negroids are LOST! And got the nerve to talk about our lost brothers on the streets!!!

Reply

elaine clemons
August 16, 2012 - 8:50 am

you’re right again, Derrick.

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 2:46 pm

These chicken heart screachas and negroids are scared of the Truth!

THESE caucasoids HAVE THEM UNDER THEIR CONTROL WITH THAT xtianty BULLSHYT!!!

Peace my sister!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:00 am

Well hello, son of Satan. Forgot to take your meds today? You look for any excuse to curse and blaspheme God

and His Church, when in actually, it is your fellow brothers of the spirit of darkness who sneak into the church,

pretending to be ministers of light but they are really devils like you. Anyone who agrees with your profanity

laced ignorance and unintelligence is also cosigning with Satan. Your spirit is bitter and crippled, lacking any real

energy. You are a pathetic blasphemer and hypocrite. But you still have time to repent, if your blasphemies have

not angered the Lord.

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 1:43 pm

@voice-of-lies:

Boy! Get away from me with that bullshyt! Conscious Black people are tired of this fvcked up religion,

called xtianity, and I don’t blame them!

They’re beginning to see that you caucasoids are the REAL devils RIGHT HERE ON EARTH! How come

you xtian crackers HATE Black people, so d**n much, but talk this ‘we love god bullshyt’ and ‘amerikkka

is the greatest country on earth bullshyt’, but y’all are the most racist bastards on the planet!

CHECK:

1John 4:20 reads: “If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for he that loveth not his

brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen?”

You cracker xtians are some lying a*s heathens, and your little black sheep, that follow y’all, and this

murderous relgion are ,too! Y’all talk all this god shyt, but are the most jealous, envious, hateful sinners
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on this planet!

Speaking of ‘darkness’; the Black Messiah loved darkness (Blackness) and HATED the light (white

people) because he knew your deeds were DEADLY, DASTARDLY, DEMONIC AND DEMORALIZING!

CHECK:

John 3:19 reads: “And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved

darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil.”

Let me break it down for ya: “And this is the condemation [disapproving judgement the Black Messiah

had toward caucasoids], that light [caucasoids] who came into the world, and men [Black men] loved

darkness [Blackness] rather than light [caucasoids], because their deeds [actions] were evil [morally bad

or wrong; wicked; threatening or bringing misfortune].” -Minister Derrick

DO YOU OVERstand NOW?

BATTLE OF THE SEXES

“You can’t have war between Black men and Black women, because no people can be free, if one half of

the mind of the people, is tied up in conflict. It’s going to have to be both of us or none of us!” -Dr. John

H. Clarke

STICK THAT xtianity SHYT UP YOUR a*s SIDEWAYS!!!

Reply

herearesomefacts
August 16, 2012 - 2:32 pm

@ Derrick

Sir, I totally understand the point you are trying to share, however in all the anger you message is

LOST! Anger will not awaken the masses, love will. Even if you don’t believe in a Higher Power,

true LOVE still conquers a lot more than foul language and rage.

You have every right o be upset about the crazy, evil things that are taking place…Just use that

rage to love your fellow brothers and sisters more and encourage others to BE the change they

want to see in the world.

When you are trying to share your knowledge with others, kind words will at least allow then to

HEAR what you are saying. You will always be dismissed with condescending words.

Peace!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:05 pm

I see you are still using that mysterious “xtianity” label after all these years of constant,

profanity-laced blasphemies. I see some things will never change with you. Can you enlighten us

as to what the “x” stands for? Also, feel free to shove this gospel of love in your cold heart so that it

can embrace eternal peace before your father Satan comes knocking at your door. Jesus has been

standing at your door, but you keep letting Satan replace Him. Tsk, tsk. Heed the words of

‘herearesomefacts’ as he is trying to reach out to you. Maybe you will listen to this one.

Reply

TheOriginalBurger
August 16, 2012 - 6:07 pm

… whether U guys like it or not… Derrick is making his point loud and clear!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:26 pm

And?

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 10:21 pm

The word ORIGINAL means a lot!!!

These haters, liars and cheaters are just showing me their HATERISM and RACISM!!!

negroid = a chocolate covered caucasoid; dead thinking; love caucasoids

HATERISM = a self hatin’ negroid, who HATES himself and his fellow man

RACISM = a caucasoid who practices white supremacy and world domination; one who

oppresses; a racist

STAY BLACK

Rock
August 16, 2012 - 10:37 pm
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Man, you are scarey sick and stupid.You have got to be sleep deprived, because, no God no

peace.You totally misunderstand John 3:19. You come off as a vile, disrespectful, angry,

degenerate. I’m just hoping that it hurts your recruitment for people to do the kinds of deeds in

that darkness, referenced in John 3:19,for anyone with a little understanding. God forgive me but I

don’t even want to pray for you. I figure there is always going to be people on the evil team, and

you have convinced me that you are perfectly placed. You sound completely owned by the Devil

and absolutely capable of any inhumanity known or unknown to man. I feel sorry and afraid for

your family and friends, or anyone near you. Derrick, know God know peace, until then, I

sincerely hope you are writing from Super Max in Florence, Colorado

Reply

Mrs.Rebel Against
August 16, 2012 - 10:04 am

“Where was god when all of this was going on”

Answer: Existing in the ones of us that have made a sane choice to try to live according to instruction. I agree

that there are some crooked Theologians out there, but one must study to show themselves approved. There are

some good shepards in the world and this is not one of them, that does not make ALL Shepards bad. Salvation is

freewill to anyone that want to receive it. God exist, look around.

But Satan also exist, Satan was cast out of heaven, for gathering a band of other angels together to rage a war

against God, (hence the war of good and evil) and that war is still going on today. God was there when this young

lady was being molested, rapped, but satan was there committing the sin. God will help her to come through this

just fine.

God was right that looking at you Derrick when Satan advised you to typed in all that ugliness here, and when

you blasephmed God.

When people have sick minds, and are determined to commit such an act, there demonic spirit will take over

and allow them to act on it. Since you praise this man so much, you all can be frineds………………………..In h**l.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:22 am

Amenn to that

Reply

Edward Cooper
August 16, 2012 - 11:18 am

But that didn’t really answer the question of where was god when this child was deceived and raped–If he

was inside of the people ať that church or around the child , why didn’t anyone come forward and help

this child that this man rape for 11 years–I know there is a God who created all that I can see and can’t

see–But, I don’t play church or man made religions…

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:09 pm

And where were you? We are all independent, free moral agents with the choice to do good or do

evil. Eternal punishment is indeed awaiting this sinful man, but it also awaits all unrepentent

sinner. The legal system will deal with him as it should, and the Bible is clear about delegating law

enforcement to secular authorities. But God’s thoughts are not your thoughts, so worry about

your own sins, for your words show there are many. The Lord loves His Church as it is His Bride,

so if you hate the Church, then you hate the Lord.

Reply

BARBARA
August 16, 2012 - 1:08 pm

GOD SEE EVERYTHING WE DO WE ARE HIDE FROM GOD IF WE CHOOSE TO DO WRONG HE

JUST TURN HIS HEAD AND THE ANGLES OF GOD DO TO WE CAN HOLD GOD AS A SINNER

BECAUSE A PRESON CHOOSE TO SIN GOD WANT STOP YOU BUT HE WILL LET YOU KNOW IN

YOUR MINDS THAT IT’S NOT RIGHT AN DI KNOW EVERYONE KNOW THAT AND HAV EHAD TH

EMIND TYO TO WRONG AN DTHAT VOICE COME IN YOUR HEAD AN DSAY DON’T CURSE THA

TLADY OUT AN DTHE DEVIL COME IN AND WELL SHE CALLED A DRITY NAME SO CALL HER

ONE BACK THEN AFTER A WHILE YOU SAY LORD FORGIVE ME TH Edevil GOT IN ME AND I SAID

IT , SO EVERYTHING WE DO GOD LET US DO IT IT’S OUR LIFE HE GIVE US SO TAKE CARE OF IT A

LIFE LONG ARE LIVE THE WAY YOU WANT AND SEE WHERE YOU END UP DEAD ARE ALIVE OK

GOD IS REAL HE MADE YOU THOUGH YOUR MOM AND DA YOU DID’T MADE HIM AND THIS IS

GOD WORLD HE MADE WE JUST LIVE INIT THIS IS GOD AIR HIS FOOD ARE DO YOU KNOW HOW

TO MAKE A COW CHICKEN ARE ANYTHING ELSE WE EAT YOU HAVE KNOW MINDS BUT THE

MINDS GOD GAVE YOU AN DTHE devil KNOW THIS WE HAVE NOT A THING WE THINK AND

DON’T EVEN KNOW HOW WE DO THAT WE GO TPO SLEEP AND DON’T KNOW HOW WE DO THAT

W ETALK WE WALK WE LAUGH WE GROWN HAIR AND GODS THE ONLY ONE THAT KNOW

EVERY HAIR ON OUR HEADS SO GO DIS REAL UNLESS YOU KNOW SOMETHING I DON’T GOD

CAN BURN THIS WORLD UP PUT IT BACK TOGETHER HE CAN DO WHAT EVER HE WANT AND
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KNOW ONE CAN DO ATHING ABOUT IT KIF ANYONE WANT THAT OLD devil TO TELL THEM

WHAT TO DO THEN THATS YOUR god BUT MY GOD OWN IT ALL AND I’M LOVING SO BELIVE IN

WHO EVEN YALL WANT BOTH ARE REAL GOD THAT OWN EVERYTHING EVEN THE devil

ahhahahahahhahha now that’s funny YOUR THOUGH ARE YOUR NOT GODS AND HE SEE

EVERYTING AN DYOU THAT DO WRONG OVER AND OVER WILL NOT BE BLESSED BY GOD

WHOM HAVE ALL THE THE POWER ‘ THE ONLY POWER THE devil HAVE THROUGH A PRESON

THA TDO WRONG AGAINST GOD BUT GO DNEVER LOST IN A WAR IN HEAVEN ARE ON EARTH ,

GET REAL GOD IS TO POWERFULL TO MESS WITH AN DYOU CAN’T SEE HIM SO WATCH YOUR

SELFSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS, BECAUSE HE SHOW IS WATCHING YALL HAHAHAHAHAHHAHA,

NOW THAT’S FUNNY GOD GAVE US ALL OUR OWN MINDS AND OUR OWN THOUGHS SO UESD

YOUR MINDS TO PLEASE GOD NOT THE devil he hate us all and he will never be able to pray to GOD

AGAIN BUT WE CAN JUST THE RIGHTOUS NOT THE SINNERS pray to your own god th edevil who

have no ! power REMENBER THE devil USED TO LIVE IN HEAVEN BUT HE WANTED GOD POWER

AND THE POWER OF GOD KICK HIM OUT OF HAEVEN NOW IF TYHE devil HAD SO MUCH

POWER WHY DID HE WIN OVER GOD ???? THE devil DID NOT EVEN MADE HIS OWN GOD DID

AND EVERYTHING BELONG TO GOD HE CAN SEND RAIN HAIL WINDS THAT WILL BLOW THIS

EARTH AWAY IF HE WANT TO SO DON’T PLAY WITH GOD HE’S OUR MASTERS AND IF ANYONE

TURN THEIR BACKS ONGOD HE WILL TURN YOU OVER TO THE devil JUST LIKEHE DID THE

FALLING angles AND TH Edevil KILL’S all his childen REAL TALK HE HATE LIFE BECAUSE HE

CAN’T HAVE ONE ANY MORE SO GOD ARE BURN GOD SAID YOUR CHOOSE GOOD OVER EVIL ,

AND THE devil wants everyone of god people and if we as god people choose to turn our backs on GOD

THEN HE WILL LET THE devil HAVE YOU READ YOUR BIBLE PEOPLE , YOUT THOUGHS ARE NOT

LIKE GOD THOUGHS YOUR WAYS ARE NOT LIKE GODS WAY A THOUDSANDS YEARS TO GOD IS

BUT ONE DAY SO STOP MESSING WITH GOD AND DOING WHAT YOU WANT TO IN THE SIGHT OF

GOD OH HE SEE US ALL AND HE JUDGE US DAILY SO DON’T THINK YOUR GETING AWAY WITH

A THING YOU PASTORS GOD WILL JUDGE FIRST AND EVERYONE THAT CALL THEIR SAFE A

CHILD OF GOD SO DON’T PLAY GOD KNOW ALL OURS HEART’S HE MADE US WE DON’T MAKE

HIM REAL TALK . HE SEND HIS ONLY SON TO DIE OR THIS WHOLD WIDE WORLD WE DID’T GOD

WILL PAY BACK HE MURDERS THE RAPERS THE SINNERS IN HIS DUE TIME JUST WATCH AND

PRAY PEOPLE , KNOW MEN KNOW WHEN TH EHOUR OF GOD SO PRAY SIN’S IS EVERYWHERE

BUT GODS IS TO HE NEVER SLEEP , AND I LOVE GOD THE devil don’t ! are his foolist childen , buit

take your side the war is REAL , BUIT GOD NEVER LOST A WAR AND NEVER WILL THE devil live in

GODS WORLD HE HADS NO WORLD OF HIS ON AND BEFORE GOD LET HIM HAVE THIS WORLD

HE WILL BURN IT UP !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! REAL TALK READ THE WORD OF GOD HE IS REAL AS THE

AR REAL TALK ,LOV EGOD ARE hate HE WILL ATILL BE GOD OF ALL THE LIVING REAL TALK,

DON’T GIVE YOURSELF TO TH Edevil he will only kill you and you house bring bad luck on you an dthe

devil hate you , have HE EVERN DID ANYTHING GOOD FOR YOU LIKE DIE FOR YOU KNOW

!!!!!!!!!!!! AND HE WANT BECAUSE HE HAVE NO ! POWER TO BRING HIOS SELF BACK ALIVE

LIKE GOD SON DID AHHAHAHAHAHHHHAHAHHAA HIS A LOOSERS AND ALL THE DO AS HE DO

REAL TALK, ARE AS HE SAY DO YOUR MINDS ARE A WAST IF YOUR’ER NOT USEDING IT TO

THINK RIGHT THOUGHS , REAL TALK THE WRONG ONES WILL PUT YOU ION h**l AR JAIL

AHHAHAHAHHHHA REAL TALK, IT’S A SIN TO RAPE AR EHAVE s*x WITH BEING MARRIED, OK

SO STOP s*x SIN PEOPLE GOD IS LOOKING AT US ALL REAL TALK I’M TO BLESSED FOR THIS

MESS , THE PASTOR A RAPER WELL HE’S NOT FROM GOD IN HEAVEN HE BELONG TO THE HE

BELONG TPO THE devil , GOD WOULD NEVER DO A THING LIKE THA TAND KNOW ONE TH

SERVER GOD WILL NEVER THINK ABOUT A DRITY MINDED THING YOUR MIND NEED BE PON

HEAVEN IN CHURCH OK NOT s*x , GOD [PEOPLE ARE NOT SO LOW THEY KNOW BETTER OK the

devil don’t CARE ABOUT WHAT WRONG ARE RIGHT HE JUST DO IT AND LAUGH ahhahahahahha,

BUT GOD SEE IT ALL EVERYDAY AND HE KNOW JIUST WHO TO SEND TO h**l AN DJUST WHO

WILL GO TO HEAVEN , REAL TALK. h**l NO FO RME AND MY FAMILY , HEAVEN IS OUR HOME

ON EARTH AND IN HEAVEN I LOVE THE RIGHTOUS NOT SINNERS GOD HATE SIN BUT HE LOVE

THE WAYS OF THE FAITHFULL , IN GOD, LAWS SO HEAVEN OR h**l . REA;L TALK IT’S YOUR

CHOOSE ? PEOPLE SIN WANT WIN !

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 2:29 pm

GO LEARN HOW TO READ AND WRITE, THEN GET BACK WITH ME!

I CAN’T OVERstand A d**n THANG YOU TRIED TO POST!!!

ASK YOUR god TO HELP YOU…please!!!

THE IMAGE OF GOD

“The most disastrous aspect of colonization, which you are the most reluctant to release from your

mind, is their colonization of the image of God!”

-Dr. Frances Cress Welsing

You are still COLONIZED preacha with the caucasoid’s white washed religion called xtiainty!!!

STOP FEEDING MY PEOPLE THIS BULLSHYT EVERY SUN-DAY!!!

THE BLACK MESSIAH LIVES!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:20 pm

Oh, boy. Yeah, her comment is difficult to read, but your comments are no better. You love
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that word ‘caucasoid’ that only skin colorists like you use. So you think whites invented

Christianity (for those who are not familiar with the street education of Derrick, the “x”

stands for his hatred of “Christ”). You don’t know history. The faith of Jesus Christ has

existed in Africa long before there were white Europeans. So it looks like you are the only

“colonized” anti-preacha here. Ready for the love of Jesus to turn that stone cold heart back

into warm flesh?

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 1:15 pm

MRS.REBEL:

I THANK GOD FOR YOU, AND THE MANY OTHERS THAT HAVE THE HOLY SPIRIT IN WHICH I

SAW IN YOUR LETTER. (1) YOU CAME AGINEST THE MAN THAT WAS DOING ALL OF THE

CURSING AND FOUND THE MAN WRONG.(2) YOU DID NOT JUDGE THE MAN, WE DON’T KNOW

WHEATHER HE IS GUILTY OR NOT. (3) AND EVEN IF HE IS GUILTY, MY GOD IS A GOD OF A

SECOND CHANCE. AND IF DERRICK ASK OF GOD, AND SHOW HIM SELF APPROVED, GOD WILL

FORGIVE HIM AND GIVE HIM ANOTHER CHANCE ALSO.

MY SISTER: KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK AND BE A BLESSING TO OTHERS AS WELL AS YOU HAVE

BEEN TO ME. MAY GOD BLESS AND KEEP YOU AND YOURS: REV DR. WILLIE HICKS:

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 2:24 pm

Go eat some shitlins and chicken!

You scrachas know I speak the Truth, but you were taught by your wicked theologian screachas to

remain dumb and NIGorant to the Truth!

I KNOW YOU WANT THOSE TAX BREAKS, BUT I AIN’T THE ONE!

IF god WAS SO RIGHTEOUS AND POWERFUL, AND SEES WHAT’S GOING ON; WHY IS

WICKEDNESS AND DESTRUCTION OVERPOWERING THIS SO-CALLED god IN THE SKY?

These devils (caucasoids) ARE OUTPOWERING THIS god!!!

WAKE UP DUDE; YOU KNOW IT AIN’T NO god UP IN SPACE!!! And if you do beLIEve in that

mess; the enslavers of our people put a MENTAL GAME on them, that has carried over to you

negroid preachas!!!

GET OFF YOUR KNEES AND STAND UP LIKE A MAN!!!

I’M GONE

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:25 pm

There, there, now, godless beast. Stop roaring at these good people like Mr. Hicks who are

only trying to show you the love of Jesus, Son of the God you blaspheme. You keep asking

questions that you will just ignore the answers to. Remember all those times on NewsOne

you kept asking these sarcastic questions, and I answered every single one, and yet you

ignored the answers or just retreated back into the comfort of your spiritual ignorance? Are

you now finally ready to listen, or will you just pat yourself on the back, thinking your

self-taught nonsense is truth?

Israeline
August 18, 2012 - 5:19 pm

Derrick we love your rejection of lies and acceptance of the Truth. You are an adamant

Truth Seeker. Therefore, get Knowledge, Wisdom and in all your getting, get

Understanding. You remind me of Saul/Paul before He was struck on the way to Damascus.

We People of Almighty God do not have to be perfect, but we must represent the Truth of

God Almighty’s Kingdom. God is too Righteous to turn His back on anyone. Even the Son

who squandered His inheritance among swine knew the process of returning home to His

Father.

We pray that this process is used for all of us who find ourselves eating among swine.

Truly,we know that the Love of God Almighty is available to all of us, but very few choose to

embrace the Church of God that is inside all of us, but rather sit in a building and ignore

that Master Building inside all of us. God Almighty is not a God of hatred. Before the True

Justice of God Almighty destroy Mercy boldly steps forth and say “Here I AM”. The I AM

that is in all of us is powerful. We can take that I AM and squander IT among swine, or use

it wisely to help build God Almighty’s Kingdom. Derrick, my brother, for OUR sake help us

build the Kingdom of God Almighty, OUR Father so that we can all LIVE.

We feel your PAIN, it speaks volumns. We Pray that we all thrive in Love, Life, Truth,

Peace, Faith, Hope, Knowledge, Wisdom, Understanding, Mercy and Grace. Let us use our

ASSETS for Our Father’s Kingdom wisely.

Mrs, Rebel Against
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August 16, 2012 - 10:26 pm

Rev. Dr. Willie Hicks

Thank you for your compliment and for your encourgment.

I only speak what God give me.

I am sooooooo glad God gave me a second chance to serve him and to live in His presence. I will

never deny Him and say that He does not exist. As a matter of fact, I am really afraid to be in the

presence of a blasphmist for too long. 

Be blessed Man of God!!!!

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 2:18 pm

@rebel head:

Never did I state, that I praised this punk a*s preacha! You’re another NIGorant caucasoid posting lies,

right in front my people!

The spirit of the devil [this screacha] is responsible for his own g*****n actions! He committed these

acts; not this false god, who ain’t up in space! Many are called, but FEW are chosen! All these b***h

m***a/fukas, who talk about they’re CALLED to preach are a bunch of liars, just like YOU! Were they

called on an 800 number…1-800-CALL-2-LIE???

That’s all these lying a*s serpents are doing is LYING to you weak a*s negroids and caucasoids, while

keeping you mentally enslaved!

Revelation 6:8 reads: “And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat upon him was death,

and h**l followed with him…And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with

sword, and with hunger, and with the beasts of the earth.”

Let me break it down to ya: “And I (The Black Messiah) looked, and behold a pale [white] horse: and his

name that sat upon him was death [bloodshed/death/murder/wickedness] and h**l [white fallen devils

on earth] followed him…And power was given unto them [white devils] over the fourth part of the earth

[the four corners of the world] to kill by sword, famine and plague, by the wild beasts [white demons] of

the earth.” -Minister Derrick

If you notice these caucasoid demon/devils are trying to take over the FOUR CORNERS OF THE EARTH

by SWORD (guns), FAMINE (poisoning the food supply), AND PLAGUE [diseases such as; aids/cancer

/diabetes/heart dis-ease and high blood pressure] that affects BLACK PEOPLE more than any other

race!!!

OVERstand Me?

RE-BEL ON THAT!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:27 pm

You blaspheme the Holy Spirit on one hand, yet quote the Lord’s scripture on the other. You know

that same Bible warns you cannot serve two masters, for you will hate one and cling to the other.

Guess which one you hate, o vile blasphemer?

Reply

David
August 16, 2012 - 10:07 am

If there is no God, then there is no devil/demon. Most important of all the Bible has plenty of warning to beware

of false Prophets, wolves in sheep clothing and whosoever causes another Christian to stumble it will be better

for that person to attach himself to a big rock before drowning himself in a river.

Jesus Christ cares about His Church, they will pay for their sins and you too will pay for your blasphemous

rants.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:22 am

Good post

Reply

UnclePookie
August 16, 2012 - 10:10 am

Derrick…you (and all the rest of us) have a reason to be angry. But, explain this to me…if there is no God, how

can there be a devil?. The fact of the matter is, we all have a choice. “…choose ye this day whom you will serve”

Reply
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parentslove
August 16, 2012 - 11:08 am

You hit the nail on the head with that comment UnclePookie.

How easy it is for some people to whole heartly believe in the

devil and not GOD. Its a sin and ashame. There will be very few

of us who will be willing to hold on to God’s unchanging hand.

God bless you.

Peace N Love

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 2:41 pm

@pookie:

Dude! Ain’t no devil in the ground or a god up in space! The devils are in the entertainment centers

(churches) lying to my people. These devils are killing each other (these lost brothers), the devil pigs are

killing Black men, women and children, the devil is poisoning the water supply with chemi(kills) and

putting chemi(kills) in our food! I hope you OVERstand now, who the REAL devils are; not in the ground

with pitch forks, but here on earth with guns in their hands, teaching racism, and wickedness!!!

I’M GOD, YOU DUMB JACKASS! Read Psalm 82:6: “I have said, YE ARE GODS; and all of you are

children of the most High.”

Let me give you another scripture: John 10:34 reads: “Jesus answered them, Is it not written in your law,

I SAID, YE ARE GODS?”

Did you have a question about god?

Now what uncle sambo???

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:28 pm

There you go, o profane one, trying to quote the Bible without the Holy Spirit you blaspheme

against. Trying to quote the Bible without the Holy Spirit is like a blind man trying to read a book

without braille. It’s impossible to understand, OVERstand that?

Reply

parentslove
August 16, 2012 - 10:56 am

So sad )-: , So angry! What has God ever done or did’nt do in your

life. If you could only believe, you would have so much peace.

Peace N Love

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 3:04 pm

I have plenty of PEACE and TRUTH to deliver to my people! They are tired of this goody good shoe

bullshit about loving our enemies. DO THESE asians LOVE YOU? DO THESE mexicans LOVE YOU? DO

THESE arabs LOVE YOU? DO THESE CRACKERS LOVE YOU? YOU DON’T EVEN LOVE YOURSELF!!!

WAKE UP! This racism is going to get worse, more Black people are going to be killed, and these aliens

are going to take over; you weak a*s xtian negroids.

Deuteronomy 28:44 reads: “They will be able to make loans to you, but you won’t be able to make loans

to them. They will be the head, and you will be the tail.”

Aren’t you tired of being the TAIL? Don’t you want to be FIRST, not last? ARE NEGROIDS ‘LENDING’

TO THESE FOREIGNERS (aliens)??? You know the answer!!! Where are all these loan shark money

loan companies at?

DO YOU SEE OR HEAR THESE FOREIGNERS CALLING ON THE LAWD? h**l NAW! THEY’RE

CALLING ON THAT DOLLAR, THEY’RE GETTING FROM YOU IN OUR NEIGHBORHOODS!!!

I got a RIGHT to be angry! And, any man, who ain’t angry…ain’t no man…he’s a limp wrist PUNK!!!

These demon/devils really messed up y’all’s minds with that xtianity bullshyt! I didn’t know you negroids

were so lost!!!

The Black Messiah came with ANGER and VIOLENCE TOWARE HIS ENEMIES!!!

Matthew 10:34 reads: “I come NOT to bring peace, but to bring a sword…”

“Nobody in the world, nobody in history, has ever gotten their freedom by appealing to the moral sense of

the people who wer oppressing them.” -Assata Shakur

TAKE OFF YOUR PINK PANTIES, AND PUT ON YOUR WAR GEAR, LIKE
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THE BLACK MESSIAH DID!!!!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:31 pm

The only mind that’s messed up here is yours. Ready for some eternal meds to cure you spiritual

schizophrenia? The Messiah has no skin color, although you people of the world try to force a skin

tone on Him. In His kingdom there is no race or skin color or s*x or any physical grouping. We’re

all heirs, sons of God like the Colorless Messiah. Ready to free yourself of the slavery of skin

colorism today?

Reply

LaTrell B
August 16, 2012 - 11:19 am

LORD PLEASE HELP DERRICK HE IS IN LIMBO AND TOTALLY CONFUSED.. COVER HIM WITH YOUR

SONS BLOOD!!!! IN JESUS NAME AMEN

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 2:43 pm

I DON’T WANT NO g*****n BLOOD ON ME, FOOL!

Get outta that xtian cult!

THE BLACK MESSIAH LIVES!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:32 pm

Ooh wee! LaTrell has it right. You need to be not only covered in His blood, but double dipped in

it. Ready for some crimson to coplement that black you worship so much?

Reply

Twinkie
August 20, 2012 - 9:52 pm

Derrick, Derrick, you poor unenlightened

lost soul! I have to laugh at your insane

bi-polar rants, tell me son, what happened

in your life to make you spew such venomous

blind hatred against God and the blood of

Christ? You are standing in the need of

intercessory prayer! So I’ll put you on

my list reserved for Spiritually lost souls.

Reply

ronn rome
September 26, 2013 - 3:29 pm

this drinking blood, pouring blood on people eating body stuff ignoring predators in you midst

weather its church or the ymca with out swift and dedicated resolve is heinous. you are producing

mental patients for the future if you do nothing

Reply

mineisbigger
August 16, 2012 - 11:28 am

@Derrick. I agree. But good luck with keeping Black folk out the church.

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 3:06 pm

@mineisbigger:

They don’t know that they’re in a LIVING h**l, right there at the entertainment center (church)!!!

They’re LOST and TURNED out!!!

The Whispers still live!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:34 pm
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Nah, you and the few of your sympathizers are lost and turned out, but Jesus can find you today.

Ready for the love of Jesus?

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:33 pm

What are you babbling about? You co-sign his extreme blasphemies? Be careful. He has a long history of

utter blasphemies.

Reply

Barbara(also)
August 16, 2012 - 11:05 pm

I’ve observed over the last decade that YOUNG Black people are not going to church as previous

generations did. They are on FACEBOOK.

Reply

Jennifer Woodard
August 16, 2012 - 11:30 am

SO will I your soul is lost……..Derrick, Coast, Elaine

Reply

TEETEE
August 16, 2012 - 11:32 am

Praying for you dear, God loves even you!

Reply

Marsha
August 16, 2012 - 12:12 pm

Now let’s get this straight, at least in yourmind. Why is there a devil and not a God? The bible speaks of both.

Derrick, I belive you are perpertrating your idenity under what you may think is a hidden agenda. Why all the

profanity. Are you satan? sure sounds like it. The reverend will get his just punishment for this sin and it will

come from God.

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 3:19 pm

@marsha:

THEY CURSED AND HAD s****l OVERTONES IN THE bible!

PROOF:

Romans 14:22 says, “. . . Happy is he that condemneth [DAMNED] not himself in that thing which he

alloweth.”

Webster defines “condemned”: to declare to be wrong, but the much more serious and eternal “d**n”: “to

condemn to h**l”.

Philippians 3:8, the Apostle Paul used the word ‘dung’ instead of ‘shyt’:

“Yea doubtless, and I count all things but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my

Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things and count them but DUNG, that I may win Christ.”

Eziekel 23:19-20 reads: “Yet she became more and more promiscuous as she recalled the days of her

youth, when she was a prostitute in Egypt. 20 There she lusted after her lovers, whose GENITALS were

like those of donkeys and whose emission was like that of horses.”

MORE TRUTH TO COME!!!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:39 pm

Nah, nice try. I think most regular people know what illicit profanity is, and you practice it

regularly. The Lord has the right to condemn unrepentant sinners and blasphemers to the lake of

fire, which is reserved for Satan and his devils. So as a warning, don’t go some place that was

prepared for Satan, for man was not meant to go there. But those who are proud of their

blasphemies and sins like you are on that path. Seek forgiveness today, and we will embrace you

and help you get rid of this bitterness in your heart and spirit.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:36 pm
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Good post. As for Derrick, yep, he has allowed himself to become a child of Satan with his years of

blasphemies. I feel sorry for him and pray for him.

Reply

Candace Williams
August 16, 2012 - 12:53 pm

Everything you said is true. People probably don’t appreciate your delivery of the message however.

Reply

albertak
August 16, 2012 - 1:14 pm

Derrick you ought to know, cause I’m thororughly convinced that you are one.

Reply

Miss T
August 16, 2012 - 1:25 pm

We are living in h**l…no God of mine would send me somewhere worse than the here and now. You are born,

you live and then you die no more or no less. If God exists, it’s your personal relationship. That’s how all these

deviants infiltrate and prey on the weak minded and most vulnerable. Parents entrust their children with these

sick people…d**n near sitting their child on their laps and he’s perpetrating someone that is living in the name

of the Lord…please. I don’t give a d**n who they “say” they are or who they “think” they are…my children

NEVER went with anyone without me being there including doctors, teachers, preachers, coaches, karate

masters, neighbors, uncles…NOBODY! Most of them get away with it because someone didn’t want to be

bothered. You all are just handing your children over…here. And the world turns…

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:41 pm

What are you babbling about? This minister is not typical of all Christian ministers, so why malign

everyone for the sickness of the few like this imposter? If you don’t believe, then please don’t intertwine

Christian concepts with agnostic/athiestic explanations.

Reply

Christian
August 16, 2012 - 4:14 pm

God is as real as the air I breathe. I can not see it, but I have felt it, lived in it, lived by it and nothing anyone can

say can change my mind about it. I know there are several religions out there. Religions are simply a way a

person chooses to worship the God above. I do not claim to be under any particular religion. I do believe that

people have gotten too caught up in their religions and worshipping their pastors that they have forgotten about

the relationship with God above. I do not believe God can be put into a box of being black, blue, red, green,

yellow, white or brown. I choose to worship with other like believers because I have seen the evidence of God in

my life and choose to show others God using me. I will pray for you and others like you who are still lost and

have not known what it is truly to like to have a relationship with God, not man. There are people who are truly

ordained to teach and I will agree that there are also individuals who have exploited those searching for that

relationship and to learn more about the only One who can love them like they need to be love. Sad, but true. I

will not deny that there are cons out there and that is why we have to study the bible for ourselves to show

ourselves approved and know who to trust and who not trust. As stated, I truly hope you find that relationship

with God, not religion or any person. Its a process, just as any other relationship. I hear so much anger in your

remarks and I pray for peace in your heart. God bless you.

Reply

Fernando
August 16, 2012 - 4:25 pm

Bother Derrick you sound soo angry. it really sounds like life has been rough for you and you need to blame God

for it.. Well you have caused a number of people to pray for you before you are permanently lost and I hope you

will become respective to the goodness of the very real God.

Reply

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 4:29 pm

DERRICK:

NEVER HAVE I HEARD OF ANYONE WITH SUCH VUGULAR EXPRESSIONS. MAYBE BECAUSE I WAS

RAISED IN A CHRISTIAN HOME, AND EVEN THOUGH I HAVE HAD MY TIMES WITH THE DEVIL, I AM

STILL HAPPY. I WISH YOU WOULD READ ROMANS CHAPTER EIGHT. VERSES THIRTY FOUR

THROUGH THIRTY NINE. NOW HERE IS ALL YOU HAVE TO DO. ACCEPT CHRIST AS YOUR SAVIOR,

AND FROM THAT MOMENT HE WILL BE WITH YOU FOR THE REST OF YOUR NATURAL LIFE. YOU

WILL LEARN TO LOVE GOD SO MUCH THAT YOU WILL NEVER USE HIS NAME IN VANE, AND YOU

WILL NOT ALLOW ANYONE TO DO IT EITHER. GOD IS LOVE.
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Reply

Twinkie
August 20, 2012 - 9:11 pm

Derrick, we can’t stand in judgment of others,

especially when we are in darkness and need to

see the light for ourselves! No for a fact,

that all who pimp God’s word for a $dollar$

and mislead innocent souls will answer to him

and burn in h**l! So if I were you, I’d be

very careful of blaspheming God’s existence by

saying, “Ain’t no goddamm God” cause when you

leave this earthly plane, Satan’s gonna have a

good time roasting your mean spirit doubting

Thomas behind!

In h**l, the soul never dies, so eternity is a

long time to BURN, BABY BURN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

Yasin Najaa
August 16, 2012 - 8:40 am

Parents need to keep an eye on their children at all times. @Derrick God is constantly exposing these dudes with this

false idea of who God is to the people but they continue to follow this junk so they get what they deserve believe you

me.

Reply

Michael B
August 16, 2012 - 8:43 am

Nobody checks these guys past history he looks to me to be an x con.

Reply

parentslove
August 16, 2012 - 11:01 am

Lol, I agree. There are time when people just want what they want

by any means necessary.

Peace N Love

Reply

A WMSON
August 16, 2012 - 8:52 am

@Derrick…you have every right to express your opinions of those who belive in God because that is YOUR business.

However, people believe in whatever they choose but it’s up to them to follow the word and not the HUMAN if that’s

what they chose to do! It’s hard when a child is that age. The age of 13 is a “kid” and if there is no father figure in the

home–which I’m assuming there wasn’t because a real father would not have allowed her to be in the company of a

grown man–preacher or not. It happening more and more so lighten up Derrick; use kinder words and a forgiving

heart to get your point across. You might actually make a difference…..

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:04 am

I wouldn’t waste my time trying to reason with Derrick. He’s been spewing his blasphemous venom online for

years in different names (aka “iwillbefree” on NewsOne.com and other names). He has allowed himself to

become completely darkened, and his blasphemies have reached the highest heavens, I have interacted with

many blasphemers over the years, and “Derrick” is one of the biggest and angriest.

Reply

SweetPea
August 16, 2012 - 10:14 am

Even this poor young girl at 13 expressed ‘it kinda crossed her mind that it was wrong.’ BINGO!!!! You see, even

SHE was aware of ‘wrong’..but she exercised her WILL to swat that proverbial pesky ‘fly’…I mean ‘wrong’ from

her better judgement, and WILLED herself to cooperate with the pervert. She essentially brushed the

‘godly-like’ good…in exchange for the bad. Her doing. Why ‘singing’ and ‘God’ could make her a wilfully weaker

person is very debatable…

Reply

Barbara(also)
August 16, 2012 - 11:12 pm
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Are you blaming this CHILD for her rape??!!! SICK!!

Reply

SweetPea
August 17, 2012 - 4:42 pm

She continued the ‘rape’ up until age 24; when does a child become an adult to you? BTW, you

neither know me or are a psychiatrist….so keep your contentious insults/assertions to your

damned self.

Reply

Jenn Woodard
August 16, 2012 - 11:49 am

Amen!!!

Reply

Jenn Woodard
August 16, 2012 - 11:50 am

Amen!!

Reply

jag68
August 16, 2012 - 8:53 am

And these are they types who are urging their sheep not to vote!!!! Only the very stupid would listen to these life

bastards!!!!!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:05 am

Do provide more details about who “these life bastards” are?

Reply

J Jackson
August 16, 2012 - 8:58 am

I believe that there are a lot of sick ppl out here proclaiming to be men/women of God but using their position & power

to deceive others. I can’t agree that there isn’t a God because He’s proven himself to me more than once. Ppl need to

quit putting their faith & trust in the man/women and depend on God! The only way that can be is if u have a

relationship with Him. If u don’t have a relationship with Him, u have nothing

Reply

Audrey
August 16, 2012 - 9:00 am

WOW, I ask the question, Why now? If she has moved on why now? And in doing so, does this bring her justice?

@Derrick, I understand your opinion, people have done hanus things in the name of God. BUT, if you were to die

tonight do you know for sure that you don’t have to give an account of your life to a source greater than you? Are you

sure that with your hatred for all “screachers” is valid and will not be a mark against you, just incase you have to answer

to a higher power? Finally @Derrick, if there is no God, why do you care with such compassion? Demon/Devils lack

compassion only those who have been touched

by God have compassion. Maybe, just maybe, you are a modern day Peter, and when you have converted, come help a

sistah out  . Love you man

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:07 am

Your heart is in the right place, but I wouldn’t waste time asking “Derrick” such questions as his heart is set in

stone and has been for years. He will have a pathetic answer to your question that pleases himself but makes no

sense to rational believers. But keep the faith as you have been doing 

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 3:26 pm

@voice-of-lies:

I see you’re still a weakling!!!

BE A MAN!!!

Reply
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VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:42 pm

Nah, I’m a strongling. You’re the weakling, but I am praying for you. Ready for the love of the

Heavenly Father?

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 3:25 pm

My sister:

Ain’t nothing wrong with a little cussing and dis-cussing! I bet if a sister messed up your hair after you got it laid;

you’ll be ready to CUSS, FIGHT and everythang else to keep that hair tight!

YOU KNOW I AIN’T LYING!

I STILL LUV YOU TOO!

Reply

D Truth
August 16, 2012 - 9:02 am

Derrick, by you going off questioning God man has a free will to do what ever they want to do, and who said that Jesus

was white? The bible said that hair like wool feet like bronze. There are bad people in every walk of life, you flipping on

preachers shows that someone has failed you but it’s okay because as long as you are breathing there is a chance for

change. Everybody gets the benefit of the doubt that they have some sense, but you never know how ignorant a person

is until they open thier mouth.

D Truth

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:07 am

Amen

Reply

DCB514
August 16, 2012 - 9:03 am

I am always watchful over people who have power. Power in the wrong hands is very dangerous. I qeustion all

authority. Now on to the woman. i am also suspicious of anyone who reports a crime done to them in the past. How do

we know she wasn’t 16 or 17 and willing. This does not make it morally right since this man was in a position to take

advantage of her but how can this be verified? How can he be charged when there is no witness, DNA, etc. Just kinda

creepy.

Reply

Warren Harry
August 16, 2012 - 9:07 am

Many will come in my name, but I will know them not….

Reply

sheila
August 16, 2012 - 9:09 am

teachers, preachers all going to h**l in a hand basket.its best to home school and to find a closet to pray in .it soo sad

how these two professions are destroying our youth.i’m just shocked and sadden by the things transpiring in our

schools and churches today.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:11 am

Don’t allow your view of the church to be skewed by the media. If you notice, the godless, anti-Christian media

only puts out bad news about bad preachers/ministers. When was the last time the same demonic media put out

any good news about the less fortunate churches giving their last dollar to shelter a homeless abused single

mother who had to escape her abusive man? Where is the media when a church has a fundraiser for a stage 4

cancer patient? I think you and I know the answer. Here’s a rule of thumb: for every bad preacher the media

puts on blast, there are 100 others doing the best they can with little resources to help the flock. The media is

part of Mystery, Babylon the Great, spoken of in Revelation 17.

Reply

Cheryl Ricketts
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August 16, 2012 - 9:20 am

Why is this woman just now revealing this story. It doesn’t take anyone 11 years to know when something is not right.

The pastor is wrong for his actions and she is wrong as well. Is this an act of retaliation because everything has not

gone the way one expected or wanted things to go? We must keep in mind that we serve an all-seeing; all-knowing and

all-wise God and we will all stand before Him one day and give an account. h**l enlarges itself daily and heaven is a

prepared place for a prepared people. It is time for all of God’s children to get it together because we know not the day

nor the hour when He shall return. God is not mocked; whatsoever; we sow that shall we also reap.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:13 am

You are basically correct in your comment, but keep in mind, she was 13 when all of this started. This demonic

non-preacher poisoned her mind all that time at an impressionable age. I’ve known many women who have had

bad things happen to them at very young ages and it messed up their perception of right and wrong in certain

areas of their lives and I prayed for them. We just have to pray for her to continue to recover. All of the blame

lies with him.

Reply

Candace Williams
August 16, 2012 - 12:56 pm

Exactly. It kills me to see black women blaming children for their violation. At 13 she is a baby. I also

know dozens of women (some in my own family) that were molested as children and they were so

destroyed by it they never told a soul until they were in their 30s or even older. There is a lot of shame,

plus men and women in their lives that should have been protecting them instead point the finger of

blame and accuse them of being a willing participant, of wanting it, of liking it, of seducing the adult male,

all kinds of c**p. It’s embarrassing to see and hear.

I agree though – all of the blame lies with him. 150% of it. He was the adult and she was the child.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:43 pm

Correct. Good post

Reply

Sherrie C.
August 16, 2012 - 12:28 pm

@ Cheryl Ricketts…totally agree. At age 13 you are accountable for the choices you make. She was very

comfortable in her sin, although I do not condone this man’s involvement in enticing this teenager to sin. To

continue in sin until age 24, gee whiz…where were her beloved family members. There is a judgment day

coming to all of us.

Reply

Imhotep
August 16, 2012 - 9:23 am

Y’all leave derrick alone. He has a right in the ungodly country to use his knowledge as he sees fit for himself. I am not

a Christian ( and there is freedom of religion or not in this country) so pray for yurselves.. only fools worship

demi-gods( pastors) and enough is enough. The flock is starving, trusting and they eat it alive. Now its not all but a lot.

And answer this, why is holy field suing creflo and he is the dumb azz that gave him TOO much of his money? WAKE

UP!!! Ptah Ra…

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:20 am

What are you babbling about? Who are these “fools” and what “demi-gods”? You cosign with Derrick which

means your heart is also as dark as his, and you agree with his unintelligent blasphemies. I feel sorry for you.

May the Lord open your eyes before it is too late, for blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is unforgivable.

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 3:31 pm

Brother Imhotep:

These negrids are FOLLOWERS, not LEADERS and this is why they will ALWAYS be at the bottom of the ship

instead of the CAPTAIN OF THE SHIP!

We need STRONG brothers like you, who are not ASHAMED of the Truth like these screachas and xtians.

They know the Truth when they hear it, but these caucasoids CONTROL their thinking, and they have that
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PSSD (Post Slave Syndrome Disease)

This heathen by the name of voice-of-lies is an infiltrator, planter and troll. He has been on other sites trying to

spread this xtianity bullshyt.

KEEP AN EYE ON THAT BOY!!!

Ptah Ra

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:45 pm

lol, you’re the follower, it’s just that you can’t see your leader, the invisible Satan. You should align

yourself with the strong brothers and sisters of Christ so you can free yourself of your self-invented

PSSD. Ready? Come forth and be free!

Reply

Imhotep
August 16, 2012 - 9:32 am

And for u smart a***s , read some of the works of Kant, or the shipbuilders analogy about belief or others such as

polycarp or Ignatius before praising something u have not studied to learn more about. I have in college and more on

my own with others in the conscience( means with knowledge)community and it sounds like Derrick has too…Osiris

rises..!!!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:18 am

You cherry pick your philosophers and try to act like your knowledge is superior. Nonsense. Humble yourself in

the spirit of love and stop trying to derail people’s faith.

Reply

Fulcrcle69
August 16, 2012 - 2:50 pm

Why do you try to reason with the blind and lost? They will never get it until they are dead and realize there is no

other side, no pie in the sky and no white man with a long flowing beard to take them to the streets of gold. Oh

and there is no fake god to take their sins away. They will learn that their sins are just that, their sins only and no

matter how many cannibalistic ceremonies they participate in (communion), they will still have their sins to deal

with.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:47 pm

What are you babbling confusingly about? You speak of Christian concepts you don’t understand. No

one is a cannibal, so stop blaspheming Christ with your nonsense. The Lord has no skin color, and you

need to read up on your history and stop relying on that half-education you received in propaganda

school. Emrbace Jesus today and be free.

Reply

Fulcrcle69
August 16, 2012 - 7:42 pm

You are dumb as a box of rocks. I grew up in a christian home so I do know all about this c**p.

Communion is a cannibalistic ritual r****d. You are eating and drinking the body of christ right.

That makes it cannibalistic in nature. I have a masters degree in psychology and have studied

history and myth and legend at length. Have you??? WAKE THE FVCK UP! I cant blaspheme

something that doesn’t exist. You are here constantly arguing about a god that does not exist. You

are an idiot and so brainwashed it’s pathetic. Hopefully one day, you will see that all of this arguing

over a false god was for nothing. Please go study African history, Myth and legend and philosophy

and may be you will get it. These crackers put the truth right there if your stupid a*s face and you

still refuse to believe it. They tell you right in your face that jesus is a myth, just like mithras and

your dumb a*s will still sit there and say its real. So dumb

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 10:06 pm

Brother Fulcrcle69:

Didn’t I tell you this cauasoid was CRAZY! I speak Truth my brother, and I ain’t got time for

these planters and trollers coming on this site talking all this xtianty bullshyt when they’re

the biggest demon/devils on the planet!

You watch; other trollers are going to infiltrate this site. I think they are paid to keep
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division and hate amongst our people. Remember, hoover spied on ALL the Black leaders

and Rebels.

This clown NEVER talks about articles when crackers have killed or shot a Black man,

woman or child. He’s a planter and a LIAR!!! They got rid of the Black Rebels on another

so-called Black site, and if you notice his weak a*s game is that xtianity bullshyt.

These serpents know that all you need to do is talk about jesus (zeus), god (satan), and

prayer (beggin’) to weak xtian negroids; you will easily gain their confidence. This is what

the caucasoid xtian missionaries did to the Afrikans, to ENSLAVE THEM!!! They fvcked

them up with xtianity just like these caucasoids got these negroids here in amerikkka

fvcked up with that shyt!

WE NEED A BLACK LIBERATION THEOLOGY

Liberate = to release from slavery; enemy occupation (caucasoids); to set free (your mind)

THE BLACK MESSIAH LIVES!

larry
August 16, 2012 - 9:37 am

Although the pastor is a despicable human being if he did molest a 13 year old girl and deserves jail for that, here we’re

talking about someone who continued the relationship and did not report it until she was 24. The law shouldn’t pay her

any attention.

Larry

Reply

Rev Alvin
August 18, 2012 - 12:22 am

It is most unfortunate that where ever children are found their is the tendacy also for the presence of pediphiles.

Parents should be mindful of this and vigilent to watch over all children. The lady coming forth with a story of

victimization from childhood is an often occuring issue. Often a “relationship” is formed by the victim with the

pervert. As an adult when the pervert is apprenhended,the victimized individual will feel at ease to acknowledge

the criminal activity.This will give evidence of how long this perverted individual when judged to be guilty has

been active in this deviant behavior. Oh by the way self deception can also transition into other extreme deviant

behavior. All of mankind desire to pull to themselves a following. As this is human behavior to want others of

like mind. All desire to “recruit” to themselves that which they believe to be a greater or higher truth. Hitler was

a master at lies and even deceived the Roman Catholic Church to silent at the killing of millions of Jews. I feel

my brothers pain. But I’m born-again and have been delivered from self deception and know that God the

creator of heaven and earth is real. But one of my favorite verses is “a fool has said in his heart there is no god”.

Reply

Chinee
August 16, 2012 - 9:39 am

Something is wrong with this story. Why did the girl/woman just decide to come forward? Something must have

happened that hurt her more than the molestation. How long did she think it was going to take that so-called pastor to

help her realize her dream of becoming a singer? They both should be arrested. Two wrongs don’t make a right.

Reply

Dr. George Moorman
August 16, 2012 - 9:42 am

Whoa! The first assumption is that the man is guilty. She is older and found out that there were other women in his

life? In this day and time any woman can accuse any Black man of anything and he will be arrested and prosecuted by

the public before he can defend himself. I had a friend do 13 years in the pen for raping his white girlfriend. They were

together 5 years before he decided to break up with her. Thats when she decided to destroy him…and she did.

I want to hear the rest of this story!

Reply

peaches
August 16, 2012 - 12:10 pm

I agree is she mad that there were other women or did this really happen? Black man is guilty before he can even

prove his case. This is crazy.

Reply

Poetee
August 16, 2012 - 9:46 am

A “Sinister” indeed!

Reply
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memphis901
August 16, 2012 - 9:49 am

SMH… Put your trust in God and not humans. Everyone in church is seeking some kind of guidance or healing from

God. From the Pastor to the members. Just because he speaks Gods word doesn’t mean they’re all good. Even Satan

knows the bible. And uses it for his well. Believe in the word but you still have to watch the teacher. The teacher isn’t

always right.

Reply

just asking
August 16, 2012 - 9:53 am

so now that shes an adult and found out there may be other “women” she wants to tell all…ok..but its his fault she

didnt become a singer…ok..as a young person I can ovastand her fear but she’s 5-6 years into adulthood from 18-24.

Now she wants an exclusive tell all..He is definitely wrong for molesting a child but, is she now a woman scorned

because there may be others he’s involved with?

Reply

Sunny Johns
August 16, 2012 - 10:05 am

Derrick, everyone has a right to their opinion, and sometime you have some valid points, but I am sure we can all

understand what you’re saying and will understand it better if you express yourself without all your foul language and

venomous demeanor.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 10:26 am

“Derrick” won’t change. He’s been extremely foul-mouthed for years on various sites using different names. He

blasphemes God constantly.

Reply

Blevias
August 18, 2012 - 1:27 am

Sunny Johns, I am in agreement with you that Derrick has made some valid points. I agree with him that the

Black church is an entertainment center where the screachers put on a show for the congregation and he

expects some tax free money after the show. He says give your money to God, but he is the one taking the

money and doing as he pleases with it. The Black church is one of the biggest organizations in the United States,

but it does precious little to help the Black people. The church has an opportunity to focus on sponsoring young

people who want to attend college, or to adopt a needy Black family, or stop foreclosure proceedings on some of

their members. The Black church continues to be small minded with things like who has on the best pair of

designer shoes and handbag, or the latest model car. And yes, who shouts with the most enthusiasm. The

screachers are both educated and uneducated, but it doesn’t take much to have people part with their money

when it is done in the name of the Lord. Remember, “A fool and his money is soon parted”. I don’t care for the

remark that was made by Derrick about gays. Every family has a gay relative and they are loved very much. Have

a heart derrick!

Reply

James Addison
August 16, 2012 - 10:10 am

His words against her words. Did anyone else know about this? Her best friend? Why did she wait so long to reveal

this? Revenge for something he may have promised her, and she didn’t get? He got another woman? I will wait until

this is fully investigated, and him convicted before I make any condemnation statement. If he did it, then let him burn

hotly in jail, and in h**l.

Reply

Tonya
August 16, 2012 - 10:26 am

All of these folks saying that the bible teaches you to put your faith in God and not humans. But doesn’t Christianity

teach that the way to God is through priests/pastors/preachers? That they are the ones to spread the word to the

people?

Ha! That’s why I don’t practice that mess, it always contradicts itself!

There has got to be something wrong with it because you only hear about this mess with ‘Christian men of faith’. I have

yet to hear about a Buddhist monk or Voudoun priest priestess molesting their followers. That’s just one reason I

turned away from that faith and am strengthening my spiritual relationship with Spirit through traditional African

methods.

As far as this story, clearly this 40 year old man has committed the crime of molestation. But at the same time, she was

old enough to have told on him way back when he first hit on her. Sounds like she was ok with it until she found out

about other women or until she finally realized he was not going to get her to Hollywood.

She probably has issues herself and needs help. But to let this go on for 11 years? Did he threaten her or her family and

friends? Was she in fear for her life? It doesn’t sound like it from her statement. She said he just told her it would be
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better if she didn’t tell.

Yes he committed a crime and needs to be punished, especially because there were other women. Who knows what age

these women are. He sounds like a serial molestor/pedophile, and at least he’s been stopped for now.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 11:38 am

What are you babbling endlessly about? Your silly comment shows why unbelievers should not try to read the

Bible or understand the Christian faith without the Holy Spirit. The way to God the Heavenly Father is through

Jesus Christ, not ministers. Ministers are more akin to coaches in pro sports. They prepare us for the “game” but

Jesus is the one who recruits us. Got it now, angry one?

Also, your comment about Christian men of faith being the only ones you hear about doing this shows your

infantile mind is way too dependent on the godless, secular, anti-Christian media. There’s a reason you seem to

only hear what you hear: you only tune in to anti-Christian media sources. Some men of the cloth of all

religions have done similar and worse things. So turn off the TV, push your computer aside, and go out and

meet real Christians and ministers.

Reply

Follower of Christ
August 16, 2012 - 12:00 pm

I agree with you Tonya (partially). There’s more & more things happening “among” the Church. The problem is

the people “The true followers of Christ” see things & people that are wrong & not LIVING in accordance to the

Word of God yet REFUSE to STAND UP FOR GOD because they like how he OR SHE preaches, how they sing

or acknowledge them. People are AFRAID to be the REBEL against anything that is not like God, thus,

everything & everybody sneaks in. @Derrick. You have a right to be angry! However, it was Satan that entered

the TWO. So your anger should be geared towards Satan. Yes, God knows & sees all; however, His mercy is

what’s restraining his fury. If God decided to act when we feel He should then He wouldn’t be God, we would be.

Further more, there’s a list of recompense on the list wat before this preacher. God will repay EVERYONE for

their sins, not just one. One more thing, Jesus was not & is not white. READ THE BIBLE FOR YOURSELF.

View the world map and research the culture & country: Egypt, Jerusalem, Galilee, Bethlehem. More

importantly, there is NO COLOR in the sight of God. He created us all. CONCLUSION: This entire blog & others

like it is a way for Satan to initiate confusion among the people when WE ALL SHOULD BE STANDING

UPAGAINST WRONG (From Derrick to Voice of Truth to Follower of Christ). We can prevent things like this

from happening. Stop bashing each other and go after the real enemy. If we choose to not stand up for what

right in your local church and cities than we shouldn’t be surprised when this type if news hit the headlines.

People, be proactive and not reactive. Be blessed.

Reply

Woman of GOD!!!!!
August 16, 2012 - 12:10 pm

@Tonya first of all, the only way to God is not through man it is through our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ…THE

ONLY WAY!!!THE WAY!!

2ndly everyone that calls himself a preacher is not a MAN OF GOD.. In these days and time any and everybody

wants to preach and HAS NOT BEEN SENT OR CALLED BY GOD!!! They are labeling themselves… Wolves in

sheeps clothing… I pray for all that does not beleive(Lord forgive them, for they know not what they do are

say….In Jesus Name.. Jesus is on His way back, quicker than right now and sooner than after while….satan is

on his job, to kill steal and destroy the minds and the chance to enter into Heaven from human kind. If you guys

are not careful God will empty out His wrath upon you… Further more, at this point the reason why GOD has

not is due to the prayers of the righteous for you poor souls….But one thing I know is that He is a Forgiving God

and there is a chance for the unsaved to accept Him.. I pray that those that do not believe, eyes will be opened

before the end….Lord Jesus we need you…..If not in h**l will you lift up your eyes….

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:49 pm

Good one

Reply

TEETEE
August 16, 2012 - 12:11 pm

Hi Tonya, I respectfully and humbly beg to differ with you on one of your points. Christianity teaches the only

way to God is through Christ Jesus, no preist or pastors or men as you have said. Now the word of God is spoken

through these channels, but as many have said on this post, we are instructed to study to show “ourselves”

approved unto God, so every Word spoken from the mouthes of Pastor’s and Preist should be compared to

Word of God to see if its right or true. However, I do question her reason for coming out with it now 11 years

later, what was her true motive. It’s sad and I agree she should be punished by the law and he will definitely

receive discipline from our Father in heaven!

Reply

Butch
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August 16, 2012 - 11:09 am

JEHOVAH GOD is just exposing false religions here on earth, this guy is NO PASTOR, he is a monster and pedophile!

This system is just like Babylon The Great in 607 B.C. E., This world empire of false religion MUST BE destroyed. It’s

giving people the wrong ideas, and misleading many!

Reply

jacquie
August 16, 2012 - 11:11 am

My thing is, she didn’t say anything until she found out he had more women…why did she wait?

Reply

bree
August 16, 2012 - 11:13 am

Believe in GOD!! Not in the man who brings the word, study to show yourself approved unto GOD, NOT man.

Reply

china maybell
August 16, 2012 - 11:15 am

This is not the first time we have heard of people being manipulated by the Clergy.. The victims have the idea that they

will be blamed because everyone thinks the Pastor is an Innocent. Before they are Pastors they are men and we know

the flesh is weak. You can see the look on the face of some of the preachers when they look at the children .. The

predator knows his victim.. it is a shame. I pray the Children and Adults affected by these types all get the courage to

expose the people who are molesting them. Especially young children they may have been threatened into believing

something will happen to their family or themselves.. you just have to keep you eyes open and not be trusting of any

Adults that want you to leave your children alone with them.. In my old neighborhood there was a candy man.. sold

candy at his house but only wanted the child in the house one at a time.. that sent up a red flag for me. I did not let

mine go in his home. and I let the other residents know he wanted the kids to come in alone.. now open window so you

could see what was going on or anything and he wanted to close the door.. NO. there is something wrong when a

person does not even want the parent to come in and help the child pick out what they can buy..that old pervert was

not allowed to sell candy anymore in our neighborhood because no one would buy it or let their children go to his

house.

Reply

fee
August 16, 2012 - 11:20 am

Yes this is a sad story about another Pastor that has fallen…as far as this situations goes if God can forgive so can I…yes

even if it was my daughter…the things that happen in our lives are to make us stronger…no one said that life is

fair….and that is the problem that alot of people have with the Faith the Way….and I’m sure that this young lady didnt

have what it takes to be bold enough to tell him no…He was in the wrong not her and to make it seem like she invited

him to her 13y old body…i know i didnt invite my molester either…children are children and when they are victimized

by an adult it inhibits their growth even into adult hood… God is what we all need…Faith in God not in man…He uses

us as He feels fit….

Reply

renardo
August 16, 2012 - 11:34 am

@ VoiceOf Truth I’m not going to dismiss Derrick. I have just as much love for him as i do for this lady and the pastor.

We are not to condemn, but pray for them and share the Word with them and most of all Love them!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 11:43 am

I feel ya, but actually, i didn’t say to dismiss or condemn him, just his words and his unending tendencies to

blaspheme. Do pray for him as I do and have done (believe me, there’s a history that goes back some time). I

have told him I love him as the Lord loves him. But as Jesus was firm with the hypocritical religious leaders of

His day, so I am firm with his blasphemies and intent to derail the faith of believers. Sometimes tough love is in

order.

Reply

BARBARA
August 16, 2012 - 11:42 am

do anyone teach their childen to trust no !!!!!!!!!!!!! one these days just because a preson call their self a man are

woman of GOD don’t mean a thing everyone WELL i know there’s money in usedingthe name OF GOD so everyone

uesd gGOD NAME to make a living GOD said it in his word but do everyone go to the housr of GOD read their own

BIBLES no ! GOD put your trust no one !!!!!!!!!!!!!! and moms teach your childen to put their trust in no !! ,man are

woman they rape to and it’s so much sin going on these days it just might teach your own familys about GOD and his

laws because GOD is inside of all that belive in him no so much in th builden we people are whom GOD JUDGE, NOT
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THE BUILDEN WE ARE THE CHRUCH , AND ALL ARE NOT REAL IN GOD JUST THE MONEY THEIR MAKING

OFF USEDING HIS NAME THAT’S WHY THERE ARE SO MANY SINNERS , THE CHRUCH DON’T CARE ! REAL

TALK, EVEN GOD SAID HE DON’T WANT A WHROES MONEY BUT A PASTOR WILL TAKE ANY ONE MONEY A

MURDER A HOE MAN ACTIN GLOIKE A WOMAN A WOMAN ACTING LIKE A MAN WHO EVEN HAVE MONEY

IS WELCAME IN THE HOUSE ON EARTH BUT NOT IN HEAVEN MONEY WANT BUIY YOU IN , JUST YOUR

OBEYING GODS LAWS ,,, REAL TALK, PEOPLE READ YOUR BIBLESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS, IT IS REAL AS TH

ENOSE ON YOUR FACE EVERYTHING THAT HAPPEN IS ALRADY WROTE , OVER 40000 THOUSAND YEARS

AGO, REAL TALK DON’T GO TO h**l IT’S MUCH HOTER THEN EARTH 105 IT HAVE FIRE THA NEVER GO OUT

SOULS ARE LOST BECAUSE THEY WANT READ THE BIBLE BUT WAITE TOBE TOLD WHAT TO DO BY A MAN

THEY THINK IS OF GOD PLEASE, GOD SAID EVER ONE WILL OBEY HIM ARE GO TO h**l AND LIVE WITH THE

devil and the falling angles, it was not but EIGHT PEOPLE SAVED IN THE FIRST WORLD SO WHAT THAT TELL

YALL , ? YEP THINK ABOUT IT HEAVEN OR h**l ? that is the QUESTIONS TODAY PEOPLE, HEAVEN OR h**l ? it’s

all on you and you that know right from wrong . the end rREAL TALK.

Reply

Londa
August 16, 2012 - 11:45 am

Well at the age of 13 it was his fault but from at least 15 on up h**l she wanted that to happen because she was old

enough then to know better on her own accord

Reply

Emmett D. Bowers
August 16, 2012 - 11:46 am

MY DEAR WHY DIDST THOU WAIT SO LONG BEFORE COMING FORTH TO BRING JUSTICE NOT ONLY TO YOU

BUT MAYBE MANY OTHER YOUNG GIRLS LIKE YOU. IF YOU HAD COME FORTH WHEN THIS FIRST STARTED

MAYBE YOU COULD HAVE SAVED A FEW OTHER GIRLS FROM HIS DECEITED MEANOR. ONLY YOU CAN LIVE

WITH WHY YOU WAITED LIKE YOU DID, BUT DID COME AND TELL WHAT HAD HAPPEN AND NOW THEY

ARE LOOKING FOR OTHERS THAT HE MAY HAVE TAKEN THE ADVANTAGE OF. GO AND MAY GOD BLESS

YOU AND KEEP YOU.

Reply

Dia
August 16, 2012 - 11:47 am

This so called pastor was idiot and he will get what he deserves.

Derrick is a f*****g idiot, who’s little hate filled rant screamed nothing more than look at me (and people are agreeing

with him bwahaha)

And this chick is jus mad cause she found out she was getting played, so she threw him under the bus lol…

All this story proves is church is not a necessity. As long as God lives in your heart, why do u have to go worship at a

church with a questionable pastor, and hypocritical followers?? I’m cool… On sundays ill sing Jesus Loves Me around

the house and interpret my bible my d**n self.

Reply

Follower of Christ
August 16, 2012 - 12:17 pm

@Dia. The Bible says, “Don’t forget to assemble yourselves…” However, the church in ancient times was

NOTHING like the churches nowadays. So, I fully understand your frustration. The relationship with God is the

most important but it more to it than “I love God”. Pray that God will lead you to the right body-of-members. It

mat not be a physical church. It may be gathering in a friend’s home to speak of the goodness of God. God is not

impressed by the music, dancing & shouting. He’s impressed by how much we really love Him, serve Him & live

for Him. That’s what makes Him smile.

Reply

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 8:51 pm

let us not get confused. we go to church to worship, and go out to serve.

now one good thing about worship is to study the word of GOD. and it is also an advantage to listen to

what GOD has done for someone else. for if GOD will do something for someone else, for sure he will do

the same or more for you.MAY GOD BLESS YOU AND YOURS TO WORSHIP TOHETHER, AND

INVITE THE UNSAVED TO COME ALSO. SOMEONE INVITED YOU TO WORSHIP GOD IF NOT I

WILL INVITE YOU. BE BLESSED.

Reply

Woman of GOD!!!!!
August 16, 2012 - 12:36 pm

The Word says forsake not the assembly of the gathering of yourselves together, How can you believe in or

worship God and not believe in his Word!!!! You don’t have to be in Church to get saved, but you shonuff have

to be in one to stay saved…You must feed the Spirit of God with in you with the Word of God… We must also

pray for direction for a church home to be feed and be taught by a Man of God that gives it the way God gives it
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to Him, and one that God can trust, who cares for the well being of his sheep and not only prosperity and is

rightly dividing, disecting and breaking down the Word of God..Be not deceived by the the devil and his tactics to

keep Gods children from the house of God…I Love you all with the Love of Jesus!!!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 3:54 pm

‘All this story proves is church is not a necessity. ”

I like your zeal for the Lord, but you have to consider the parables Jesus spoke about the Bride He is coming

back to marry, and that is the Church. If you feel that you are truly blessed by the Lord, then you should run to a

local church and be an example to others there so that your faith will strengthen their faith. Not all ministers are

bad, only the anti-Christian media keeps putting out stories focusing only on the few bad ones so that you are

conditioned to think that all churches are like that. I know many churches with little resources who are feeding

the poor, raising money for the medical expenses of the poor, helping abused women and children find shelter,

helping ex-cons find housing and work, and so on. These stories will NEVER appear in the media because Satan

runs them. But let your light shine in every church you think needs shining. And watch how those churches

respond to your witness. Amen.

Reply

jag68
August 16, 2012 - 11:48 am

I meant Low Life Bastards!!!

Reply

Lisa
August 16, 2012 - 12:01 pm

It never ceases to amaze me how people in general put folks on pedestals that hold certain positions, like they’re

beyond doing certain things. Examples, are pastors, coaches, educators, community leaders, etc. Put nothing past no

one. Although this story is very disturbing, it does not surprise me. Parents are too trusting of folks with their children.

What happened to being there to support the child, instead of dropping them off or leaving them there. I know you

can’t be everywhere all the time, but most of the time you can. Interesting how everyone is already declaring him guilty

based off of an accusation with no proof at this time. What happened to being innocent until proven guilty.

Reply

BARBARA
August 16, 2012 - 12:11 pm

CASING JUDGEMENT IS TALKING ABOUT SOMEONE YOU DON’T KNOW ! WHEN YOU KNOW SOMEONE IT’S

CALL TELLING THE TRUTH ! AN DTHE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE FORM YOUR SIN IF I KNOW YOUR’ER

DOINGHWRONG AND DON’T TELL YOU THEN GOD WILL HOLD ME FROM NOT TRYING TO HELP YOU COME

A BETTER PRESON INGOD BUT IF YOUKNOW RIGHT FROM WRONG THERE WILL BE KNOW EXCURSE FOR

YOUR SINS WE ALL HAVE TIME TO THINK BEFORE WE DO WRONG DON’T WE ? OW IF HOOSE TODO WRONG

OVER RIGHT WE WILL GET GOD PUNISHMENTS NOT MATTER WHO YOU ARE YES GOD FOR GIVE AND FOR

GAVE MANY OF THEIR SIN’S BUT PEOPLE JUST ASK BUT KEEP RIGH ON SINNING BUT PEOPLE WILL JUST

KEEP ON SINNING UNTILL GHOD COME BACK AND AS THE WORDS OF GOD SAY ONLY EIGHT 8N PEOPLE

WAS SAVED ONLY 8 PEOPLE REALLY OBEYED GOD LAWS ONLY 8 TH EREST OF THE WORD DIE IN IT AND

THEY KEEP ON ASKING FOR FOPRGIVING OF GO DTO BUT THEY WOULD NOTY STOP SINNING GOD SAID GO

YOUR SIN’S ARE FORGVING NOW GO SIN NO !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MORE NO MORE NO MORE NO MORE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!

PEOPLE GET IT RIGH TSIN NO MORE ONCE YOUR SIN’S HAV EBEEN FORGIVING BY GOD OK , IT DON’T

MEAN YOU CAN JUST GO SIN SOME MORE OK SPO STOP MAKING UP YOU OWN LAWS THEY WANT WORK IN

EARTH ARE IN HEAVEN OK JUST STOP SINING ARE GO TO h**l WHER THE REST OF THE DEOBEYING

PEOPLE ARE , HEAVEN ARE h**l AND THATS THE WHOLD TRUTH NOTHEN BUT THE TRUTH SO HELP ME

GOD HEAVEN ARE h**l , GOOD ARE evil GOD ARE THE devil who will you OBEY , REAL TALK.

Reply

wizardg
August 16, 2012 - 12:16 pm

All men are animals first and humans second..Actually we are human-animals! As human animals the ‘males’ of our

species are programmed to populate the earth..Age of the female is not supposed to matter to the male species.

Civilization and all of it’s nuances has put restrictions on the male human animal, but laws and rules of civilization are

not enough to stop the mental/physical drive of ‘most’ males! The age restrictions of a female varies from nation to

nation, culture to culture, etc.,.

Here in the US each state has it’s own age limits. Some states legalize ’16′ as the age of consent. In some countries girls

are legal at very young ages!

This man is just as insane and driven as every other man on the planet! His ability to control his desires were more

than likely diminished by his position around very young women and girls.The Catholic priests who’s position around

boys are just as overwhelming! What most people do not understand is these men are doing exactly what their ancient

animalistic drives/DNA literally command them to do. Most men fight off these desires and some men have been

conditioned enough to find these emotional/physical drives reprehensive.(In certain parts of the world men are

molesting young girls (during war and for various reasons, in mind staggering numbers!)
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This Eurocentric social-construct has taught and/or ordered, a lot of people who don’t belong (assimilated) here, to

harness their cultures, traditions, and native drives. Even when the Anglo-Saxon (Caucasians)who created and enforce

these rules/laws are not able to harness these drives themselves.

The bottom line is that this man is being punished because he could not control his ‘natural-animalistic’ desires in this

particular society which limits the age of consent to certain specific ages.

Today’s women have been caught up in similar s*x-drives which open them up to civil persecution. The female

human-animal is driven to procreate with the male species, and though age is not supposed to interfere with their

drive, there are (imposed) age restrictions for them too!

Reply

InGodITrust
August 16, 2012 - 12:20 pm

This man will be Judged by GOD not by Man so put your trust in Him only it does not matter if you are alive or dead

God is your judge there is no escaping He is Mysterious [The Mysteries of GOD] GOD is the way the truth and the

Life…..PEACE AND LOVE

Reply

La'Verne Groomez-Andrews
August 16, 2012 - 12:23 pm

This offends me, but of course, you are innocent until proven guilty…..however, this mess is on the uprise, because

those who are yelling the name of JESUS the loudest, don’t know him;get a wife!or “A RUBBER DUCKEY WILL DO

Reply

A'man
August 16, 2012 - 12:25 pm

I am saddened to read that people continue to use God to take advantage of children. I think that it is important to

remember that it is not the church that exploits children but selfish,evil adults who use what the church should

represent to take advantage of our kids.

Reply

Sylvia Price
August 16, 2012 - 12:30 pm

BE careful to who you service????

Reply

wizardg
August 16, 2012 - 12:32 pm

His problems reflect many of our “black community’s” problems:

The efforts needed to help us get to where we need to be, would take decades of psychiatric work, and trillions in

financial aid for the total forty-five million of us, including those who have become very wealthy!

We have a number of problems that cut into our unity and healing processes deeply. Psychologically we have been in

limbo/shock for centuries! The psychological treatment we all so-desperately have needed in the past, and now, is not

forthcoming! The reparations/compensations we deserve have been refused us. The loss of our culture, heritage,

traditions, languages, and African land ownerships etc., have all, long been stripped away!

We are a people who are constantly set upon by the ‘white-power’ social-structure and their “elite ruling-class”, Their

blatant daily abuses go unpunished. In fact they constantly conspire to keep us in a bad place! We suffer from many

diseases (known and unknown). We lack strong unity and prey on each other, as whites prey on us! Top all this off

with our assimilated “American” mindset we are left to adopt, of selfish greed etc, and there is nothing we as a so-called

“community” can expect to bring us unity, sanity, and strength over our deceptive Anglo-elite and their violent hoards!

It is now even quite ludicrous to expect “blacks” who have “made it”, to have the proper ‘mental’ direction, motivation,

strength, or enough selfless-care for [all] the “community” to focus their wealth to help all of us who need it more than

we even realize! The efforts needed to help us get to where we need to be, would take decades of psychiatric work, and

trillions in financial aid for the forty-five million plus of us, including those of us who have become very wealthy!(They

are also mentally unstable). But “whites” are not having it! (Whites are overwhelmingly mentally unstable!)

This is how mentally, physically, and financially destroyed and depleted the white-dominant social-structure and their

“elite tyrants” has left us all!

Reply

Adrienne
August 16, 2012 - 12:34 pm

That is so true Lisa!!! All I will say is don’t believe the hype if you don’t know the entire story!!! You heard one side &

cast the pastor to h**l!!! How would you react if the woman was lying because she found out that there were other

women in the pic & she is a lover scorned? What if it was discovered that she was of age (18+) to have a relationship

with a grown man? Stop taking her side if there is no evidence supporting her accusation!!!! Get the entire story……@

least wait for the evidence!!! Not saying he is innocent…….but will not say he’s guilty until there is evidence supporting

this crime!!!
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Reply

Black Freedom Movement
August 16, 2012 - 12:39 pm

One day my people, we’re gonna learn that the bible ordains all fathers to be the “spiritual leader of his own family and

that giving another man authority over our households is not what pastors are for. No one is willing to teach “our” men

what it really means to be men, which is where these crooks come in. For Christians, remember the scripture that talks

about “first tying up” the strongman(head of household) and then the thief spoil his goods(Mark 3:27). These men

overpower the household(family) of hundreds of thousands of “brothers” by portrying the role that they are where

they are because The Almighty chose them to get every other man on earth in check. But if we sincerely look @ these

“wolves in sheep’s clothing” from our natural eye, we see that they really don’t have the power to govern their own

families (1 Timothy 3:5). No man is supposed to come in between our marriages(Matthews 9:6). God didn’t tell anyone

else to be an influence to our children but us(Proverbs 22:6). It is the teachings of slavery that cause many of us to fear

confronting the truth we see. It is that fear of not measuring these “false prophets” on the same level as us that allows

things like this to happen. Despite who that man says he is. Despite how many times he tells us that God sent him to be

our all powerful ruler, they too are human and should be judged according to their fruit (Matthews 12:33). Rather than

given these men royal honor and making them rich, the ultimate message is about making our men real heads of

households. Not letting any “Charlie” who rents or buys a building and starting a religious organization, subtly take

control of our homes. This story is sad but it’s bound to happen again and again until we learn to put man in their

rightful place and stop allowing everybody proclaiming to be sent, rule us. There is no respect of persons with God

(Romans 2:11). No man is greater than the has he leads.

Reply

Marsha
August 16, 2012 - 12:40 pm

Don’t give Derrick a forum. He started this dialog for fun. He or she is laughing at some of the repsonses. Sadly to say,

some are very christian like and some come from the other side and are not scriptual based. Be careful, you are being

tested. Why even respond to this Derrick. Ever heard of resist and why we should resist? Look how we have been

turned from the issue at hand and turning our attention to Derrick. Yes, I did write a previous response but the spirit

spoke to me immediaely to write ntoher response.

My prayer to all: Almighty God,help us to learn to trust you for help and guidance instead of relying on our own fallible

judgements. May we look to you as our source of stength and wisdom. In Jesus’….Amen.

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 5:00 pm

This biblical bullshit is a carbon copy of ‘the wizard of oz’. It’s FAKE!

The only thang that is True about this corrupt murderous religion is that there are some BRAINLESS negroids

(like the scarecrow), there are people with no COURAGE (like the lion), and there are some people with no

HEARTS (like the tinman).

KEEP CRITIZING BECAUSE THE MORE YOU HATE; THE MORE I’LL ELEVATE!!!

THE BLACK MESSIAH LIVES!

“If you have no critics you’ll likely have no success.” -Malcolm X

Reply

elaine clemons
August 16, 2012 - 5:42 pm

love you, Derrick. Peace, bro.

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 6:22 pm

Much luv to ya, too!

We need more Black Queens like you, who ain’t scared of the Truth!!!

Peace & Truth, my Queen!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:29 pm

Elevate Christ into your life

Reply

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 9:24 pm

ES SALAAM ALEIKUM:

HOW DARE YOU SIGN OF AS MALCOLM X. YOU DID NOT GET THAT TRASH BEING A MUSLUM,
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AND YOU DIDN,T GET IT FROM MECCA EITHER. GET YOUR HOUSE IN ORDER. TIME IS

RUNNING OUT AND YOU NEED THE TIME TO GET RIGHT

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:02 pm

Good points. By responding, its not necessarily for Derrick’s sake, but for the sake of those who read and are

unsure or are wavering. They need to have both sides of the facts rather than just one side that might derail

them. Derrick’s philosophy, which is mostly self-taught, is based on black supremacy, which is just like white

supremacy. The principles of black supremacy are fairly widespread among some circles in the black community

so it is good to present the truth when this doctrine of demons rears its head towards the newer members of the

faith who are not spiritually mature.

Reply

lacey
August 16, 2012 - 12:43 pm

“He used God and he used music, and those were the two most important things in my life at the time,” she said.”

Duh, had she USED HER BRAINS(TOO!) . . . . s******g this man for 10 or more years, THEN SHE MAY THINK

SOMETHING IS WRONG? IF HE GOES TO JAIL . . .SHE SHOULD TOO! THIS IS NOT NEWSWORTHY, h**l, THIS

IS BUSINESS AS USUAL WITH SO-CALLED MEN OF g-o-d (Get-On-Down). He’in & She’in has been going on since

the myth of Adam and Eve( & now Adam & Steve!)

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:03 pm

Nah, not all men of God do this, not even a majority. You believe whatever the anti-Christian media tells you

about Christians.

Reply

hidaya
August 16, 2012 - 12:46 pm

& where was the child’s mother or father, aunt, or grandmother when the “pastor” was sexing the child??

Reply

larry ct
August 16, 2012 - 12:51 pm

I’m hearing how it wasn’t the church it was all on the preacher. Yeah right. For this scum to operate there had to be a

certain kind of culture in the church to allow this type of scandal. Is it because we as a people hold church as being our

salvation instead of understanding that God is the true salvation. Anyone can become a preacher just like anyone can

walk into a church. This is not to defame the true men who does the work of God righteously, but to highlight

inperfection of man.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:05 pm

Nope. Every organization man is involved in has certain dark ones who do their dirt in secret. No church would

allow a grown 40 year old pastor to molest a child, assuming the facts of this story are true.

Reply

george
August 16, 2012 - 12:51 pm

ANAND STILL YEY AGAIN, ANOTHER REASON Y TO KEEP MY ATTENDING PILLOW CASE BAPTIST CHURCH

ON SUNDAY MORNINGS WITH BISHOP SHEETS

Reply

Fulcrcle69
August 16, 2012 - 2:40 pm

So true! And Sunday is the first day of the week, not the last. People are too stupid to realize it, even when it’s on

the calendar. So brainwashed

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:31 pm

Then that means your faith relies on what the anti-Christian media says about the Church. Not all church
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ministers are dark ones.

Reply

wizardg
August 16, 2012 - 1:05 pm

It is important to question religious beliefs and since we are nested in a country that promotes Christianity we must

question everything about it, the overall belief in a “God”, and why humans are so easily indoctrinated into the whole

thing!

I have questioned Christianity, the belief in an omnipotent being “God”, why and how it began, and why it continues

today after humans have gained so much knowledge, and have dropped so many other superstitious traits.

I question why it (the belief in God) is needed here in the US and why it is constantly pushed on people around the

world even when they already have their ‘own’ superstitions, notions and beliefs.

We are nothing but animals, but these “beliefs” help us to think ourselves special and more important than any other

species on the planet. In the same way some humans think that they are better than the rest of us, and some who were

lucky enough to be wealthy and privileged think they are better than those who were not as lucky.I question religious

beliefs.

I question Christianity. I question why humans must have a “God”! Most of all I question what is wrong with the

human race!

Your mission should you accept it is to think deeply and research everything which affects your lives, but most of all

question why you believe the things you do and how it came about that you started believing. For instance I was

conditioned into these things as a child and It has been reinforced by the constant input from those all around me and

the national media.

People still knock on my doors and stop me on the streets to reinforce these psychological religious/spiritual/God

notions. Yet they will not listen to me when I try to tell them that what they “believe” is not real! I can not go door to

door or stop people in the streets to inform them that their religious and “God” beliefs are nothing more than an

ancient elaborate hoax!

Reply

elaine clemons
August 16, 2012 - 4:15 pm

well said, wizardg.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:33 pm

Then don’t believe. Why cast aspersions on the faith if you decide you don’t want to believe? I don’t get that.

“why it continues today after humans have gained so much knowledge, and have dropped so many other

superstitious traits.”

And what invisible hand of history has decided that once man gains so-called “knowledge,” that God becomes

less relevant? What theory is that nonsense based on? Jesus is simply based on love for man and for the

Creator, that’s it. If that’s too heavy for you, then so be it.

Reply

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 9:37 pm

WIZARD:

I AM HAPPY THAT WE LIVE IN A COUNTRY WHERE YOU HAVE

YOUR RIGHT TO YOUR BELIEFS. BUT I CAN TELL YOU WHAT GOD HAS DONE FOR ME, AND I WILL

WORSHIP HIM AS LONG AS I LIVE. LOVE AND PEACE TO YOU.

Reply

Miss T
August 16, 2012 - 1:27 pm

We are living in h**l…no God of mine would send me somewhere worse than the here and now. You are born, you live

and then you die no more or no less. If God exists, it’s your personal relationship. That’s how all these deviants

infiltrate and prey on the weak minded and most vulnerable. Parents entrust their children with these sick

people…d**n near sitting their child on their laps and he’s perpetrating someone that is living in the name of the

Lord…please. I don’t give a d**n who they “say” they are or who they “think” they are…my children NEVER went with

anyone without me being there including doctors, teachers, preachers, coaches, karate masters, neighbors,

uncles…NOBODY! Most of them get away with it because someone didn’t want to be bothered. You all are just handing

your children over…here. And the world turns…

Reply

Sheila
August 16, 2012 - 1:27 pm
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What’s New Another Pimp in the Pulpit. I’m glad that he is out, I hope GOD bring all the FALSE Prophets to the light.

P.S. I wonder would she have told this story if it wasn’t for the OTHER WOMEN that she found out about. Even

thought that does NOT make it right, I just wonder if it is a case of a woman scorned since she is now 24 and didn’t get

the music career she was seeking. I just hope her motives for coming foward were the right motives and not motives of

revenge because if that is the case then she is as guilty as he is for keeping it going on for sooooooo long. However,

they need to lock him up and throw away the key because there is NO excuse for his actions.

Reply

corbin56
August 16, 2012 - 1:35 pm

Oh here we go again with this jesus and god s**t. When are people going to realize that THERE IS NO GOD!!!! All of

that c**p is purely fiction. I cannot believe that so many people actually believe in an invisible man in the sky. Give me

a f*****g break. As for this so called pastor, as the young folk say – game recognize game.

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:37 pm

What art thou babbling about, foolish one? Why force your unintelligent atheism on us? If you are an atheist,

then be happy with your faith. We believe in the Sovereign Eternal Heavenly Father and His Son, Jesus Christ.

It’s all about love 

Reply

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 9:42 pm

CORBIN56:

I WILL NOT QUESTION YOU. BUT I WILL TELL YOU I HAVE A GOD WHOM I LOVE AND MY GOD LOVES

ME ALSO. I LOVE YOU AND ALL MANKIND ALSO.

Reply

corbin56
August 16, 2012 - 1:39 pm

Oh, here we go again with this jesus and god s**t. When are people going to realize that THERE IS NO GOD!!!! All of

that c**p is purely fiction. (bad fiction) I cannot believe that so many people actually believe in an invisible man in the

sky. Give me a f*****g break. As for this so called pastor, as the young folk say – game recognize game.

Reply

Fulcrcle69
August 16, 2012 - 2:38 pm

Ashe!

Reply

Fulcrcle69
August 16, 2012 - 2:37 pm

@ Derrick

Why do you try to explain the truth to the blind and lost? They will never get it because they are so brain washed that

their minds cannot conceive what you are telling them. You could have all of the proof in the world and they would still

rattle off bable (bible) verses and proclaim love to a false god. They are still slaves in their minds. Remember what our

ancestor Harriet Tubman said about freeing slaves. If they don’t know they’re slaves, you cant free them. The truth is

Christianity was the reason their ancestors were brought over here as slaves. This religion was beat into them and what

they don’t remember is that the slaves didn’t really believe in that BS that they were forced to worship. They secretly

replaced the saints they were forced to worship with their African deities. It got lost through the generations and now

you have these fools ready to fight you for not believing this c**p. They have to be deprogrammed and I don’t have the

patience or time to try. Instead of arguing with these dummies, wasting precious energy, get with conscious people that

have a brain. These fools are going to keep on believing that some one is going to break through the sky and save them

even when the truth in in their face. I have tried to explain it to people and it’s not worth it. You cant save people that

don’t want to be saved, so save your breath brother.

Ashe!

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 3:39 pm

@Fulcrcle69:

I totally agree with you, but we must not give up on them. I know it will take 1,000 years to wake them up, but “a

journey of a thousand miles starts with ONE STEP”.

You know they are LOST and some of them know, they are LOST, but they HAVE LOST THEIR MELINATED

AFRIKAN MINDS!!!
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After 500 years of being OPPRESSED, DEPRESSED AND SUPPRESSED; these negroids have gotten used to

being treated WORSE THAN A DOG! Mentacide (mental slavery) is worse than physical slavery, and once you

control a man’s mind; you will be able to control his THINKING!!

As long as, you and the other conscious thinking brothers and sisters are on board; then we will guide our own

Souls to the Truth and leave these slave negroids behind to burn by the woodpile, with their caucasoid

counterparts!

Peace & Truth!

Reply

Fulcrcle69
August 16, 2012 - 6:44 pm

Ashe my Brother!

Peace & Truth

Fulcrcle

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:37 pm

Nah, you and Derrick are the blind and lost. Ready to receive sight and be found by Jesus?

Reply

Fulcrcle69
August 16, 2012 - 6:46 pm

I dont need Jesus to find me because he does not exist. I don”t believe in fairy tales woven by white

people, but obviously you do, so stay lost.

Reply

David W. Johnson Jr.
August 16, 2012 - 3:15 pm

I Wish We Still Hung Prisoners In Court Yards And Cut Off Their Head And Privates. I Would Love To Be The One

That Cut This Piece Of Trashs Privates Off And Let Him Bleed To Death. I Am Sick And Tired Of These No Good

“n*****s” Raping And Molesting Our Children. Especially These Pieces Of Trash That’s Playing Games With Father

God And Lord Jesus And Serving Satan.

Reply

ALICIA RAE
August 16, 2012 - 3:17 pm

Didn’t have an opportunity to read all the responses, so maybe someone has already posed this question. “Where was

her mammy? Daddy? Grandmother? Mothers in the church? and others?” while this sordid relationship was going on

and for so many years. People claim to have the indwelling of God’s Spirit, yet they are so blind. I’m amazed by how no

one had a clue or did they? My daughter will not be in the company of any grown man, woman, boy, girl, or child

outside of a school setting without my presence. and if any of these sick perverted dawgs even so much as look at her in

an inappropriate way, they will be sorry! These sick dawgs need to migrate to a place where they can all mate together!

When my daughter attended Children’s Church, guess who was right there with her. Yes, me. I’m her mother!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

James E. White Jr.
August 16, 2012 - 3:23 pm

INNOCENCE LOST

Little eyes, little mouths, little hands, little feet

No help from anyone so they live on the street

Is it really their fault their clothes are all dirty

They’re hungry and confused heaven knows they’re more worthy

No family, no food, no roof overhead

Just a hand from us, or a warm bed

The world must stop looking the other way

If they weren’t so frightened, just what would they say

Would they d**n church leaders for their selfish gain?

Or would they be like Jesus and from anger refrain

Just what will it take to abolish their cries

Pure innocence lost, please no more lies

Reply

carl mcclellan
August 16, 2012 - 3:32 pm
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This Pastor was wrong , make no mistake about that HOWEVER !!!At 24 this lady is not comming foward because she

JUST FIGURED OUT this is wrong she is comming foward because at 24 she is JELIOUS of the fact the Pastor has

other younger females , so lets not make her a hero ,she is a vandictive angery female out for revenge, she was willing

to keep this quiet as long as she thought she was his woman . she is JUST AS BAD AS HIM. ALL SIN IS EQUAL

Reply

Don
August 16, 2012 - 4:04 pm

Innocent until proven guilty. Hopefully the accused will have his day in court. Until then, let’s withhold judgement. I

hope all those who automatically assumed the accused is guilty as charged will be honest enough to excuse themselves

from the jury. A minor who was supposedly lured into s****l relationship by an adult and she willingly continued the

relationship into adulthood up to the age of 24 is questionable.

Reply

Malik Emir El
August 16, 2012 - 4:32 pm

I have to agree with Derrick! Many of you bible believers have allow someone else teach you about youself. You believe

everything the pastor tell you and you think he can do know wrong. Look at pastor Eddie Long. Big f****t and his

followers still fail to believe he did any wrong in the name of Jesus. Derrick speaks Not with anger ,but with passion

and concern. Many of you how are trying to defend the Bible don’t realise you are promoting a European thought in

the minds of you children. That’s why I can respect many black Minister who spoke against presidents indoresment of

gay marriage. This breeds. If you look back on history we as Africans did not intrude on our youth like this. I believe

when you take the time to do some research on King jamses you will find the source of all this madness!

Reply

VoiceOf Truth
August 16, 2012 - 6:42 pm

Nonsense. How can Europeans teach us about Christianity when it existed in Africa long before there was a

Europe? You still rely on those lies taught in school about all slavemasters forcing all slaves to believe their

perversion of the Bible. If you go back as an adult and re-examine history, you will find that most of our

ancestors were smart and those who embraced Christianity did not let evil slavemasters promote false notions of

the Bible. Stop relying on anti-Christian historians for truth. You will find none with them.

Reply

Fulcrcle69
August 16, 2012 - 6:56 pm

Please tell me when Christianity came to Africa? I need dates and a scholarly source, not just some BS the

pastor told you. Keep believing everything that white people tell you. Educate yourself please! Read The

Destruction of Black Civilization and study. African’s did NOT embrace christianity, they were forced to

by whites that invaded the continent. Please learn ancient African or Kemetian history before you spread

this nonsense. Just because you stay blind and dumb, doesn’t mean you have the right to spread

falsehood to others. You christians are something else. You just refuse to let go of that white fairytale

nonsense. The whole jesus story is a retelling of Ausar, Aset and Heru. It is also the retelling of Mithras,

who was a turkish deity equivalent to jesus only centuries before him. Please free your mind and learn

the truth.

Reply

rev.dr.willie hicks
August 16, 2012 - 9:57 pm

MALIK EMIR EL

JUST TRYING TO SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT. THE PRESIDENT DID NOT ENDORSE GAY MARRIEGE.

WHAT HE ENDORSED WAS EQUEL RIGHTS FOR ALL AMERICANS.

Reply

Derrick
August 16, 2012 - 10:35 pm

Brother Malik Emir El:

“Derrick speaks Not with anger ,but with passion and concern.”

NOTHING BUT THE BLACK GODLY TRUTH!!!

Peace & Truth

Reply

keith
August 16, 2012 - 4:36 pm

If he did do it he was wrong. However- after she was grown she continued. This sounds like she is mad at him for

leading her on
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Reply

Jamesha Barton
August 16, 2012 - 5:03 pm

A very disturbing thing to see: A grown man promising a child a dream, only to leave her confused and hurt. I’m glad

you’ve shared your story. You all should check out my novel. It’s called The Cycle of Resentment.

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/209773

Reply

DOUGLAS K. STEWARD
August 16, 2012 - 6:42 pm

THEIR IS NO REAL COLOR TO PEOPLE AND THE SINS OF MAN IS ON ALL COLRS OF HUMAN BEINGS. FROM

RAPING AN MURDERING YOUR OWN COLOR OF HUMANS TO IMPRISONING AN ENSLAVING YOUR OWN

COLOR OF HUMANS. IT IS TIME FOR ALL OF GODS CREATIONS TO TALK AN WALK WITH GOD INTO

ANOTHER LIFE ON EARTH AND BEYOND AN DON’T LET OTHERS TALK TO YOU FOR GOD GET IT FROM GOD

ONLY AND YOU WILL HAVE YOUR ANSWERS. LIARS AN LIES ARE ONLY TO DECEIVE YOU NOT ENLIGHTEN

YOU.YOU WERE CREATED AND YOU HAVE TO GET YOUR ORDERS FROM YOUR CREATOR!

Reply

moemoneymoe
August 16, 2012 - 7:10 pm

And you wondering why our laws are so mess up? d**n all I’m going to say I pray no one accuse me of anything. This

Pastor has been convicted because it reached the news. Do you really know what went on? Do the parents do teach

their kids anymore?

Let’s me guess? Dad’s not in the picture, mom don’t have time for the child, so leave it up to the church to raise here

kid.

Why wait 11yrs to say something? To me this story just don’t ad up! Just Pray, is all I going to say! moe

Reply

MillieG1
August 16, 2012 - 8:38 pm

It’s a disgrace to the church and congregation that this pediphile used the church as his stomping ground to pursue

young victims by lureing them with false promises of fame. I can gurantee you that there are more victims out there

that this despicable, pathetic, degenerate violated. I hope they throw the book at him during sentencing.

Reply

jojo
August 16, 2012 - 10:16 pm

This is the reason why Black women are financially broke they give to much trust to black ministers. They not only give

them their bodies they give them their check books too.

Reply

Lisa
August 16, 2012 - 11:38 pm

Derrick call me lo

Reply
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Marilyn
August 17, 2012 - 1:35 am

People must watch over their children,do not trust anyone. I had a situation when I was 12 one of the pastors

sons,even though he was married. He would always kiss me withhis tongue going in my mouth. I was young I didnt

know how to respond. I had other married kiss me on the mouth but none of them dared to stick their tongue out.

Years later at 16 I started going out with guy brother. He was still doing the same thing to me and all the other single

girls in the church. We just laughed it off at the time, not realizing the danger. When I told my boyfriend what his older

brother was doing to me and the othe girls in the church. He didnt know what to do either, he spoke to another guy

about the situatuion and the guy had a useless talk with him because he continued to do the same thing. I eventually

married my boyfriend. Within a year of my marriage, his older brother and I had inappropriate contact. It happened

again a year later. I told my husband the same day it happened on both occassions. He never confronted his brother.

He and I kept going to church and hugging his brother after church. I talked to my husband about getting a divorce

because of what I did and we could make a clean break because we didnt have any kids. He said he forgave me . My

brother in law wifes found out 5 years after the incident when my husband told her during that whole clinton – monica

lewinsky period. A year later the major characters in the church found out and that was the beginning of the end of my

marriage. Once thise people found out they were upset that my husband had forgiven me. They kept telling him some

things coud never to forgiven. So after 18 years of marriage, 32 years of knowing this guy. He is calling me all kind of

bad names in front of our 3 kids.

are being raised in a broken home, my husband has turned to p*********y and doesnt speak or touch me

Reply

Marilyn
August 17, 2012 - 1:40 am

And he is the pasto. Too make a long story short. These people who prey on the young and innocent cause havec in

peoples live for mang years. I.m a living testament to that.

Reply

Michael Flannery
August 17, 2012 - 3:09 am

Just a few things.

One being the appalling standard of journalism nowadays. A ten year old dyslexic could have written a more eloquent

aretilc.

Another being the fact that I finally find myself almost agreeing with Derrick (which is frightening me!).

Christianity AND Islam have for thousands of years been vehicles of superstition and fear which have allowed evil men

to control the lives of their “believers”. These men have preyed upon peoples’ superstitions in order to achieve power

and control over them, either overtly (as in the case of the particular pastor in question) or more subtly by revealing

their “divine-inspired insights” into what God/Allah wants (“what God/Allah really means by this scripture/verse

is……” insert here whatever you like….e.g. you must eat only fish on Friday (unsaid, because my family are

fishmongers and it will help their business) or “if your wife disobeys you you must beat her” (unsaid – because that’s

what I do, and I find it most effective in convincing her of the wisdom of my domestic rules).

Until people start thinking for themselves and cease to allow themselves to be brainwashed, and thus CONTROLLED,

by digesting this superstitious hogwash, then NO-ONE will have true free will.

Reply

Michael Flannery
August 17, 2012 - 3:11 am

For aretilc read article1

Reply

Tiffany Rodkell
August 17, 2012 - 3:06 pm

I am simply devastated at the lost of her childhood by a person that she trusted to have her best interest at heart. To

often this happens in churches. I have started a facebook group called Touch My Heart Instead-Church Hurt. I

welcome you all to join.

Reply

Str8dogg
August 17, 2012 - 4:08 pm

I’m not justifying anything done by this pastor, but here is the reality. If this was going on since 13, something should

have been done before she became of “age”. She is 24 years old now and lived life making her own choices. As a child

she did childish things, but at some point you become an adult with goals and ambitions. By the time she was 18 or

even 21, she should been able to figure out that she wasn’t going where her “boyfriend” was leading her. Again, I am

not condoning what happend, but 11 years later as an adult, you finally “come out” telling your story. I dont’ know

when she “broke up” with this man, but as th eime has gone by and you have moved on, why bring this up now? It does

no one, not even this woman any good. I’m sure the concioius has been eating away at this man, which is karma itself.

Don’t read this comment and take it out of context. I’m just saying, why put your business out there in the media as a

grown as woman, who probably concented after knowing she was being done wrong. Again, I am not on the man’s side

in the least bit, but trying to understand why bring it up now?
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Reply

US Constitution
August 17, 2012 - 5:44 pm

Every MAn or women is innocent until proven guilty over 60% of allegations like this in the United states are found to

be FALSE

Reply

GEORGEJANSEN
August 17, 2012 - 8:08 pm

AND STILL YEY AGAIN, ANOTHER REASON Y TO KEEP ATTENDING PILLOW CASE BAPTIST CHURCH ON

SUNDAY MORNINGS WHERE THE ALWAYS HONORABLE BISHOP SHEETS AND FIRST LADY BETTY SPREADS

PRESIDES…..

Reply

Patsy B
August 19, 2012 - 10:58 pm

I need to try that. That is so funny. LOL!!

Reply

Israeline
August 18, 2012 - 6:05 pm

We know that many who say they are Truth Seekers are simply looking for something to find a reason to hate. Trying

to save us with our “own truth” is not fruitful. To separate ourselves from the LOVE of God Almighty because we

believe that we know another way to LOVE is not the work of God Almighty, but is another distraction of the adversary.

Our ASSETS are not the product of a particular group of people, but is the TRUTH rooted in the principles of God

Almighty. Building a relationship with God Almighty is not contingent upon any one individual, but we live because we

have our being, live and breathe by HIS POWER. The TRUTH can not be caged with lies. The TRUTH brings LIGHT.

We are not capable of knowing the TRUE TRUTH without respecting the Universal PROCE$S. Universal Process

opens our ears so that we can hear and opens our eyes so that we can see.

Ask and it shall be given. Blind eyes WE command you to see and deaf ears WE command you to hear. PEACE BE

STILL!

Reply

willie pace
August 19, 2012 - 8:12 am

I can’t beleive that no one noticed anything,I mean he can’t be that slick and even so,a 13 year old is certainly not!

People get your head out of the sand and remember, these pastors are only men,and the Bible says , put your faith in

no man. I think the congregation needs to check out the rest of the good brothers in the pulpit, because unless they’re

all stupid, they either condone or participate in this same type of behavior on some level, mentally if not physically.

LET US GET REAL; if baby girl figured out he was tapping another tennybopper [which is why she turned to begain

with], you could never make me beleive that no other member especially the men around him felt or saw anything. If

this behavior is what you beleive is right at your place of worship, then do what you do, but please stop calling it a

church, stop calling yourselves pastor, and stop evoking gods name to get unknowing people to attend, because some

of us will hurt you first,and ask forgiveness later for molesting our childern. I’M AM SO TIRED OF HEARING THESE

STORIES ABOUT THE PASTOR AND THE LITTLE GIRL.

Reply

willie pace
August 19, 2012 - 8:44 am

I know that all of these stories are not ture, but it’s been proven that a lot of them are. What’s done in the dark, will

come to the light. So to all of you people who think that every body’s a fool but you; live long enough, and you’ll find

that you’re wrong! And if you don’t live long enough you,ll know it when you’re standing at the gates of h**l!

Reply

Patsy B
August 19, 2012 - 10:56 pm

That’s why I DO NOT GO TO CHURCH ANYMORE!!! I love JESUS, but there are too many sheep in wolves clothing.

Preaching the word of God and twisting it so they can pay for their rent, new car, mortgage of their house. Especially if

you are Freemason Warlock and an Eastern Star WITCH like my parents were. I ask God to help me I do not trust

pastors, churches and the people in it. I feel that the majority of pastors are all liars. I read God’s word and meditate on

his word. Even though I am not in church he has blessed me. I have found 2 pastors that are REALLY TEACHING

THE TRUE WORD OF GOD. AND THEY ARE IN ANOTHER STATE! I feel like some churches has FAILED THE

BLACK COMMUNITY!!! POINT, BLANK, PERIOD!!!

Reply

jc
November 21, 2013 - 6:08 pm
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He just got arrested again. For the same thing!!!!

Reply
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